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EXECUTIVE SOMAY

Bilingual Curriculum Content is part of tkp strirL. TriAsitional Bilingual
Basic Skills Program (TBBS) which is proilded ;"() limitea English proficient
(LEP) students. It is offered to them students toconibliance with the U.S.
Office for Civil Rights (OCR) agreements, and bode coftty School Board rule.
The goal of the TBBS Program is to ensuri that LIT -stadents acquire a command
of English as rapidly as possible, whifle mtintaini,4 and acquiring skills in
content areas through home language invIrmistior7_, Thqt_instruction consists o.f
two programs: Home Language Arts and 814T-InOal Curriculum Content (BCC). In

BCC, students learn mathematics and "cdnloimt itStruction" (science, social
studies and health/safety) with their native leoguage as the medium of in-
struction. The intent of BCC is for LEP stOgnts to develop in the home
language, as well as in English, the basic cOncepts and skills which form part
of the English curriculum in these content areas.

.In recent years, interest has developed among educators in ekploring different\
approaches to the teaching of content subjects to LEP children, using English
as the only language of instruction. In February, 1983, the Dade County
School Board directed that a study be conducted of alternative strategies
which could be used to teach curriculum contentAo LEP students. After nego-
tiations with OCR in October, 1983, a three-year longitudinal study of BCC was
initiated in the second semester of the 1983-84 school year by the Office of
Educational Accountability (OEA). This report presents the findings of this
one-semester period of the study.

In order to evaluate the effect of BCC instruction on student achievement in
the content areas, the BCC Pilot Project was implemented in twelve .schools
during 1983-84. The project consists of using two alternative strategies in
teaching content_subjects to LEP students: "BCC" (subjects taught bilingual-
ly) and "No-BCC" (subjects taught in English). Participants are Hispanic
origin kindergarten LEP students, who will continue in the project through
Grades 1 and 2.

Evaluation _of the BCC Pilot Project included the following procedures:
schools selected for participation in the pilot project were drawn from
results of a survey and subsequent observations conducted by °EA. They were
randomly assigned to either the BCC or No-BCC strategy. Students were pre-_
and posttested in the content areas and on language skills with a standardized
test, the TOBE (Test of Basic Experiences); and with a locally-developed test
of Dade County Balanced Curriculum Objectives (BCC tests). They were also
given a test of general cognitive ability, as measured by vocabulary acquisi-
tion. English and Spanish-language versions of tests were applied. Program
implementation characteristics and school demographic data were also gathered
for each pilot project school.

The evaluation addressed two questions:

1. Do limited English proficient kindergarten students achieve a higher
degree of academic progress in the content areas with or without
BCC?



2. Was the pilot project implemented appropriately with respect to the
guidelines and other relevant programmatic factors?

To answer the questions, a comparison of content achievement was made between
students taught in the BCC strategy, and students taught in the No-BCC strat-
egy. Implementation characteristics of the project, and their relationship to
studeat achievement, were also examined.

Analysis of pretest scores revealed that students in both strategies had
comparable achievement in content and language skills. Pilot project stu-
dents were thus evenly matched at the onset of the study.

The conclusions which emerged from the findings are based on a four-month
period of project implementation, and should be interpreted cautiously. With
a full year of the program, the effect of the two strategies on student
achievement may be more clearly demonstrated.

The conclusions were:

I. At the end of the four-month pilot project period, no clear pattern of
results has emerged to indicate that either of the two strategies, BCC or
No-BCC, consistently leads to higher student performance.

2. Limited English proficient kindergarten students in the BCC and No-BCC
strategies performed at comparable levels at the posttest in science and
social studies on the standardized TOBE test, and in mathematics and
social studies on the locally-developed BCC test, in English and in

Spanish. They also demonstrated comparable achievement in the three
content areas on all tests in Spanish.

Limited English proficient kindergarten students achieved a higher degree
of academic progress in mathematics with BCC instruction than without.
An analysis of covariance applic.1 to _this measure indicated that this
difference was significant. This result was found on the TOBE Test, in
English. BCC students also achieved a slightly higher degree of progress
in science, on the BCC Science Test, in English. This difference was
marginally significant on an analysis of covariance applied to_ this
measure. These -findings must be interpreted with caution, for when a
correction procedure is used which takes into account the overall effect
of using several individual analyses, the differences are not statistic-
ally significant. In addition, some variaticns in project guidelines
were reported that could influence achievement; for example more teaching
time.in content subjects in the BCC schools than in the No-BCC schools.
These variations have since been addressed by the Bilingual/Foreign
Language Education Department.

4. No eignificant differences were found between BCC and No-BCC groups in
either_ English or Spanish health/safety achievement measures. Limited
English proficientkindergarten students achieved at comparable levels in
the health/safety content area, with or without BCC.

5. In general, the BCC Pilot Project was implemented according to the guide-
in_the four-month period. Guidelines were met in BCC and No-BCC

schools with respect to class size, teacher training and experience, and
instructional materials, all of which were comparable in both strat ies.



6. Variation from the guidelines_was found in the amount of teaching t me
provided for mathematics and "combined instruction." Also, the use of
Spanish in teaching content subjects did not conform to the guidelines in
several BCC schools. Such modifications could affect student achieve-
ment. In the current year, steps have been taken by the Bilingual/
Foreign Language Education Department personnel to ensure that program-
matic guidelines are implemented as specified.

7. Differences between BCC and No-BCC schools were identified in teaching
strategies and in teacher/principal perceptions of project implementa-
tion. These included: No-BCC teachers reported more grouping of stu-
dents for instruction, and overall, slightly more favorable perceptions
of how the project was implemented, than did BCC teachers.

8. Teachers in both strategies felt that students' attitudes_toward learning
was positive and that they had progressed in content subjects during the
four-month pilot project period.

The redommendations which emerged from the evaluation are:

1. More orientation and direction for implementing the .BCC _and No-BCC
strategies should be provided to both teachers and principals by
Bilingual/Foreign Language Education personnel. Closer supervision with
respect to .adherence to project_ guidelines is needed, particularly in
terms of time allocation and the use of Spanish in teaching content
subjects.

Status: Since the beginning of the 1984-85 school year_ the Bilingual/
Foreign Language Education personnel have been meeting with project
school personnel to give needed orientation and supervision.

2. Inservice training, special workshops on project _operations, or other
areas of concern related to the project should be made available to
teachers and principals.

S vus: In the fall of 1984-85, some pilot.project personnel participated in
the Methods of Teaching ESOL workshop. A countywide workshop to
teach BCC or CCE/ESOL is planned for the second semester. Individ-
ual on-site inservice training for project teachers has begun. This
on-site training_is being provided by a teacher assigned half time
to the Bilingual/Foreign Language Education Department for this
project.
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EVALUATION OF THE BILINGUAL CURRICULUM CONTENT (BCC) PILOT
PROJECT: A THREE-YEAR STUDY

FIRST INTERIM REPORT
JANUARY, 1985

INTRODUCTION

In February, 1983, the Dade County School Board directed the Office of Educa-
tional Accountability to conduct a study of alternative strategies used to
teach curriculum content to limited English proficient (LEP) .students. The
study was to assess the impact of Bilingual Curriculum Content (BCC) instruc-
tion on the academic learning of LEO students, when compared with content
instruction solely in English. A three-year longitudinal study was initiated
at the beginning of the Second semester of the 1983-84 school year by the
Office of Educational Accountability (OEA

Bilingual Curriculum Content (BCC) is an instructional cowonent of the
Transitional Bilingual Basic Skills program offered to limited EngliSh profi-
cient students in the Dade County Public Schools. During the 1983-84 school
year, 24,304 limited English proficient (LEP) students were enrolled in the
school system. Limited English proficient students are provided specialized
instruction to assist them while they adjust to a new educational.and cultural
environment. This instruction includes English for Speakers of Other Lan-
guages (ES0t), an intensive English program; and Basic Skills in the Home
Language, consisting of 1) Home Language Arts and 2) curriculum content
subjects taught bilingually (BCC)

Since the early 1960's, the policy of Dade County Schools has been to
recognize and use the student's home language, and aspects of the home
culture, as instructional tools during the student's transition into an all
English curriculum. The rationale for this practice stemmed from the belief
that bilingual education, rather than an all English approach, is more
advantageous to LEP children's learning, development and self-esteem (Bell,
1967 Blanco, 1977; Cummins, 1982). In 1976, based on agreements with the
United States Office for Civil Rights, the use of the home language in
curriculum subjects (BCC) for LEP students was established as an instructional
strategy in elementany schools through the Transitional Bilingual Basic Skills
Program. The objective of BCC is to ensure that the students "develop in the
home language, as well as in English, basic concepts and skills which form
part of the English curriculum in the [content] areas of social studies,
science and mathematics" (Dade County Public Schools, 1978). The ultimate
goal of this instruction is to enable LEP students to maintain their academic
standing at a level equivalent to their English speaking peers, while in the
process of learning English.

In recent years, interest has developed among educators in exploring the
effect on academic achievement of different instructional approaches_ to the
teaching of content subjects to LEP children, using English as the only
language of instruction. One of these approaches is "Structured Immersion,"
whereby _almost all instruction is given in English, using a curriculum which
is_specially structured for LEP students (Birinan et al, 1981). Teachers_ in
this approach are usually bilingual, and home language arts may be included in
the students' total program (Met, 1984).
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To evaluate LEP achievement in content areas with or without bilingual in-
struction, the BCC Pilot Project was implemented in twelve elementary kinder-
garten classes in February, 1984. The pioject consists of using two altern-
ative strategies in teaching content subjects to LEP students: "BCC" (sub,
jects taught bilingually) and "No-BCC" (subjects taught in English). Imple-

mentation of the two strategies is the responsiblity of the Division of
Elementary and Secondary instructior (DESI). The Office of Educational
Accountability has the responsibility of evaluating the project, and developed
the evaluation plan in conjunction with DESI. Approval of the project and the
evaluation was obtained from the U.S. ,Office for Civil Rights. .

The evaluation of the first year of the BCC Pilot Project addressed the
following questions:

1. Do limited English-proficient kindergarten s udents achieve a higher
degree of academic progress in the content areas with or without
BCC?

Was the pilot project implemented appropriately with respect to the
guidelines and other relevant programmatic factors?

Specific evaluation procedures used, and the results obtained, follow in the
report. Recommendations for improving tmplementation of the BCC Pilot Pro-
ject, based on this first year evaluation, are also presented.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Design

in order to compare the academic achievement in content areas of kindergarten
students in BCC and No-BCC strategies, a pretest-posttest comparison group
design_was employed. Assignment of schools to_either strategy was random. To
determine the comparability of students in both strategies, a test of general
cognitive ability, as measured through vocabulary acquisition, was adminis-
tered at the beginning of the project. Additional baseline data for students
were obtained by administering a standardized language arts achievement test
to both groups. Finally, content achievement tests were administered at the
pretest February) and posttest te.7y and project implementation datl were
gathered.

Follow-up of these pilot project students will continue for two years. _It

should be noted that due to the late start-up date, the pilot project is being
repeated with a new group of kindergarten students, beginning _in the Fall of
the 1984-85 school year. In effect, _two groups of students will be participa-
ting simultaneously throughout the length of the longitudinal study._ These
groups will be: Grade K students from the four-month "pilot" phase of 1983-
84, and new Grade K students entering in 1984-85.



Sam le Selection

Schools

Prior to developing the evaluation plan, a preliminary survey was conducted by
OEA staff in September, 1983, to gather background information on tile BCC
program in Dade County's elementary schools. All elementary school_principals
in schools with LEP students in the kindergarten grade received an Administra-
tor Questionnaire developed by OEA staff (see Appendix A). Of the 154 ques-
tionnaires sent, 131 were returned, or an 85% response rate.

Schools were selected for participation in the pilot project based on the
number of LEP students enrolled in Grades K-2, their ESOL level, the percent
of free and reduced lunch offered, the students' ethnicity, and subsequent ob-
servations conducted by OEA staff. Schools which met the criterion of an
adequate number of Hispanic kindergarten students at ESOL Levels I and II were
included. The schools with a large number of other than Spanish language
origin students in kindergarten were deleted, leaving twenty schools in 'the
sample.

These twenty schools were subsequently grouped by_socioeconomic strata based
on percent of students receiving free/reduced priced lunch), and percent of
LEP students. Information on ethnic composition was also reviewed and taken
into account in the final selection. These data were used to determine
matched pairs of schools of varying socioeconomic levels, and _to randomly
assign schools as BCC or No-BCC. Schools without a matched pair (n = 8) were
excluded. The final twelve schools of the pilot project were then selected.

The schools'selected to participate in the pilot project are representative of
all the elementary schools where limited English proficient students are
taught. These schools serve diverse language _minority and socioeconomic
communities, as indicated by the percent of students receiving free/reduced
priced lunch, and percent of LEP students in the school. The BCC and No-BCC
schools are comparable with regard to these characteristics.

Teachers

After the schools were selected, OEA staff visited the schools and/or inter-
viewed administrators to discuss teacher and student participation in the
Pilot_Project program, Teachers were selected on the basis of their quali-
fications with respect to training and years of experience, so_that BCC and
No-BCC school teachers would be comparably qualified. A balance between
bilingual and monolingual teachers in BCC and No-BCC schools was sought, but
adjustments had to be made to accommodate the schools' staff resources. The
final _selection included one monolingual and five bilingual classroom teFichers
in BCC schools, and four monolingual and two bilingual classroom teachers in
No-BCC schools.

In two of the BCC schools a special teacher was allocated to provide bilingual
content area instruction. Both teachers were bilingual. In this report these
special teachars are referred to as BCC supplementary teachers.



Students

In the schools selected for the study, intact classes of kindergarten ESOL
students were chosen. In some cases it was necessary to form new classes by
combining students from different classrooms_. Random selection was employed
in cases where individual students were asked to participate in the pilot
project to maintain an adequate class size.

Instruments

For this evaluation, achievement tests were applied in English and Spanish to
all children included in the sample of the BCC and No-BCC schools. In addi-
tion, survey .data were collected from teachers and principals about program
implementation. Classroom observations were carried out in a sample of BCC
and No-BCC classes. Below is a description of the different instruments used.

Tests of Basic Experience (TOBO_

These tests are designed to measure the differences in children's awareness of
the_ world around them, through testing skills in the three curriculum areas of
mathematics, social studies and science; and in the language arts. English
and Spanish versions of all tests are available (Moss, 1978

Fach TOSE is composed of 26 items in a multiple choice format. Tests are
group administered; the examiner reads the questions and children select the
correct answer from one of four options presented in pictorial form. General-
ly, administration of each test lasts between 25 and 40 minutes.

Bilingual Curriculum_Content Tests fBCC1

These tests_ were designed by OEA to measure student achievement according to
the DCPS Content Area Balanced Curriculum Objectives. Tests were developed in
English and Spanish for the curriculum content areas of mathematics, social
studies and science. Health/safety items are included in science and social
studies tests.

Each BCC test_is composed of 16 multiple choice items. Tests are administered
in groups. The examiner reads the question and students select the correct
answer from one of three options. Test administration usually lasts between
15 and 20 minutes.

Peabody_Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)

The PPVT is designed to measure a student's receptive vocabulary (Dunn and
Dunn, 1981). It also has been used extensively to provide an_estimate of
general cognitive ability as demonstrated through vocabulary Acquisition.

By permission of the authors, the PPVT was especially adapted for this evalua-
tion by 0EA staff. Two forms of the test were developed: one in Spanish and
one in English. The test is adMinistered individually. The 20-item test_and
scoring procedures were adapted from the full published form of the English
PPVT, and the full, experimental form of the Spanish PPVT. Due to the fact
that the development of the PPVT Spanish form is behind schedule, data on
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standardization, reliability and validi y will not be available for another
year (M. Malinchoc, personal communication, Oct. 18, 1984). While student
performance on the OEA-adapted English version can be related to the full
scale, a similar interpretation cannot be made for the 0EA-adapted Spanish
version. Since comparable information is not available for the English and
Spanish PPVT, it is peemature to present findings based on these tests, at
this time.

Teacher Questionnaires

Questionnaires were designed by DEA staff to obtain data about attitudes
toward and implementation of the program see Appendix A). Issues addressed
included: instructional strategies and resources, language usage in teaching
content areas, program delivery, opinions on appropriate methodology for
teaching LEP students, and teacher training and experience with LEP students.

A questionnaire was developed for teachers providing the.different delivery
systems used in the BCC and No-BCC programs, as described in the pilot project
guidelines (Appendix B). Teachers included in the survey were: the classroom
teacher who teaches the bilingual curriculum content; the classroom teacher
whose students receive bilingual curriculum content from a BCC supplementary
teacher; the BCC supplementary teacher; and the classroom teacher in the
No-BCC schools. The same questionnaire, with minor modifications, was sent to
each teacher participating in the project see sample in Appendix A

BCC Pilot Pro ect Administrator. uestionnaire

A .similar questionnaire concerning program implementation and opinions about
teaching methodology for LEP students was sent to the principals of the 12
pilot project schools (see Appendix A).

Demographic Data_Collection Form

This form is designed to provide basic information on student enrollment,
ethnic composition of staff and students, size of staff, percent of LEP
students, And percent of students receiving free and reduced lunches see
Appendix A).

Testers

Two DEA staff assigned to the bilingual evaluation program were responsible
for administering both pretests and posttests, assisted by contracted testers.
In addition, a teacher assigned half time to the Bilingual/Foreign Language
Education Department for this project participated in the data collection.
All testers were bilingual; contracted personnel were native speakers of
either Spanish or English.

All contracted personnel held either an undergraduate or masters' degree in
education. They all received a half-day orientation to familiarize them with
the tests and to the group testing procedures employed in this evaluation.
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Data_Collection

Three data collection procedures took place during the four months that the
BCC Pilot Project was in effect. These were: individual testing of chil-
dren's vocabulary acquisition in English and Spanish; _group testing of chil-
dren's content knowledge (achievement tests) in English and Spanish; and
surveys of teachers and principals regarding program implementation. Testing
of children took place twice: in January and February, 1984_ (the pretest
phase), prior to initiation of the BCC Pilot Project, and in May and June,
1984 (the posttest phase), prior to the end of the school year. Below, each
one of these measurement aspects is described in more detail.

Peabody Picture_Vocabulary Test (OEA Aldaptetion)

The 0EA versions of the English and the Spanish Peabody Picture_Vocabulary
Tests were applied individually to each child in the sample by bilingual OEA
and_ trained contracted personnel. The application of the tests occurred
during the pretest phase- (January/February, 1984). The order of the testing
(English,or Spanish first) was randomly assigned. Admipistration of the two
versions of the test took place in the same day and usually was carried out by
the same tester.

Achievement Testing

Pretesting consisted of administering 1) the Tests of_Basic Experience (TOBE)
subtests: mathematics, social studies, science and language; and 2) the
Bilingual Curriculum Content (BCC) tests: mathematics, social studies and
science, with health/safety included in the latter two tests! For each group
(classroom) of program children, six testing sessions were scheduled. At each
session two of the TORE subtests or the three BCC tests were administered.
Tests were randomly assigned to the six scheduled testing sessions. Each
testing session was conducted in only one language. At least two testing
sessions were interspersed between application of the same_content area test
in the other language. Testing in each language was conducted by a native
speaker.

Posttesting procedures were basically the same as the pretesting, with minor
modifications made in the testing schedule.

Administrator and Teacher Questionnaires

In June the principals and teachers participating in the_BCC Pilot .Project
were asked to complete questionnaires and return them by mail. Ten principals
and _twelve teachers representing ten schools (five BCC and five No-BCC)
completed the questionnaires.



RESULTS

This section of the report presents the findings of the four-month period of
the 1983-84 BCC Pilot Project pertaining to I) effect of the two instructional
strategies on student achievement in_ the content areas of mathematics,
science, and social studies, and 2) evaluation of the pilot project's imple-
mentation.

Student Achievement

The first question addressed was: "Do limited En-lish oficient kinde ten
students achieve a hi-her de-ree_ o_ aca n t e con
with or without BCC? .

In order to assess the effect of BCC, the schools selected were randomly
assigned to one of two instructional approaches: BCC or No-BCC (see Sample
Selection). While the selection procedure controlled for socio-economic
status (matching the randomly selected schools by pairs, for SES), it was also
necessary to determine that the two groups were similar along educationally
relevant dimensions, e.g., content achievement, cognitive and language abili-
ties. Groups which differ in terms of pretest scores in these dimgmsions
would be a_ source of bias to the study. Comparability of BCC and do-BCC
groups at the pretest is discussed below.

The effect of BCC and No-BCC on student achievement in the content areas_was
analyzed. Posttest results on achievement tests are compared and the findings
are_presented below. Pretest and posttest results are presented in the tables
in Appendix C.

The pattern of relationships of tests that form_the test batteries (TOBE and
BCC) was examined to ensure that each test is making an independent contribu-
tion to the assessment of the student's academic achievement. These correla-
tions are shown Appendix D. Correlations between the TOSE (a national
norm-referenced test) and the BCC tests (a locally-developed content-refer-
enced test) were examined to determine the degree of relationship between
tests measuring the same content area_. These correlations are also presented
in Appendix D. Correlations between English and Spanish versions of the tests
were also examined and are shown in Appendix D. In addition, other technical
properties of the tests, such as their reliability, were analyzed. These
analyses are presented in Appendix D.

emic o ress i _rent a eas

ETrup2ILLLLy_in_fgrformance at the Pre est

All of the analyses on comparability of performance between BCC and No-BCC
groups were carried out on paired data students who took both pre-and post-
tests

I.anguage Skills, TOBE_Tests.

The TORE Language Test measures language skills which are normally learned in
kindergarten language arts instruction, e.g., visual discrimination, initial
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and final sounds, rhyming, verb tense, space and location, comprehension, etc.

No significant differences were found between groups on either the English
MBE Language Test (t [209]-.09, 0.93), or on the Spanish TOSE Language Test
(t r171=-.82, 1.41:0-. Group meanS on both language tests were quite similar,
as shown in TabIes l_and 2. This suggests that BCC and No-BCC groups did not

differ in overall languages skills at the pretest, in both English and
Spanish.

Content Achievement, TOK.TOSU

As presented in Tables 1 and 2, no significant differences were found between
groups on English or Spanish TOBE content achievement tests, at the pre-test.
This_suggests that BCC and No-BCC students were comparable in subject (con-

tent) area background in February, 1984, as measured by a standardized content
achievement test.

Content Achievement, BCC Tests .

No significant differences were found between groups on the BCC Mathematics or
Science Tests, in English. Borderline significance was found on the BCC
Social Studies Test, in English, favoring the No-BCC group (t[217]=-1.90,

.06). No significant differences were found between group-on the BCC
athematics or Social Studies Tests in Spanish. A significant difference was
found on the BCC Science Test in Spanish, favoring the BCC group (t[215]-
2.13, 0.03). As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the groups did not differ signifi-

cantly in achievement in the three subjects in English, and in two of the
three subjects in Spanish, as measured by a criterion-referenced test at the
pretest.

Effect of the BCC and_No-BCC Instructional Strategi_es_on_Achievement

Anatysis of covariance was used to test the significance of the difference
between the posttest scores of the BCC and No-BCC groups on the TOBE and BCC
Tests (science, mathematics and social studies, English and Spanish versions).
Pretest scores for each group were used as covariates. This analytical
technique produces "adjusted" mean posttest scores which take into account
initial differences between the groups. In effect, this allows a direct test
of the significance of the difference between posttest .mean scores of the
treatment and control groups. These adjusted means are interpreted as post-
test means with the effects of pretest differences between the groups removed.

At this_ stage of the evaluation, a separate one-way analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was carried out for each test in order to explore possible differen-
tial achievement outcomes of each strategy.

Content Achievement

A summary of the analysis of covariance is reported in Table 3. Only one
significant difference was found favoring the BCC treatment group in twelve

instances of comparisons of content. achievement. This was found on the TOBE
Mathematics Test in English. A borderline significant difference was found on
one other measure, the BCC Science Test in English, also favoring the BCC
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group. Tables 4 and 5 present the deta- ed results of the analysis of covar-
iance on all posttests.

Since several different achievement tests were_applied, and a one-way ANCOVA
carried out on each, there is a strong postibility of finding a significant
difference by chance alone, between the BCC and No-BCC strategies, on any one
of the tests. To _correct for this _possibility, a statistical test, the

Bronferroni F procedure (Huitema, 1980) was employed. This procedure controls
for the fact that multiple ANCOVAS were carried out, by setting a critical
value (F) that each ANCOVA must reach in order for the difference between
strategies on a test to be considered significant! Since_ 14 tests were
applied, on 190 or more students each time, a critical value (F) greater than
8.30 must be obtained for the results of an individual ANCOVA to be considered
significant (Huitema, 1980 p.386).

When these results were evaluated using the Bronferroni F to correct for use
of multiple achievement tests, none reached significance. However, although
the differences are not statistically significant, they suggest some sensitiv-
ity to the BCC treatment, since both results favored the BCC group.

BCC and No-BCC students' scores on content achievement tests in both languages
showed comparable increases from the pre- to posttest. These gains in mean
scores can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 (for the pretest ), and Tables 4 and 5
(for the posttests).

Achievement in Health/Safety

An analysis was carried out of the impact of_the BCC and No-BCC strategies on
achievement in the content area of health/safety. Health/safety had not been
included as a _content area subject prior to test selection, and specific
measures of health/safety were not applied. In order to evaluate achievement
in this content area, the TOBE and BCC Science and Social Studies tests in
English and in Spanish were analyzed to _determine which items assessed

achievement in Health/Safety. A separate scale for each language was develop-
ed based on a total of eight items in English and nine items in Spanish.

These items were:

1. Four health or safety items embedded in TOBE Social Studies Test,
English and Spanish versions;

2. One safety item_ in BCC Social Studies Test, English version; two
safety items in BCC Social Studies Test, Spanish version;

Three health items iv BCC Science Test, English version; two health
and one safety item in BCC Science Test, Spanish version.

A

The percent of $tudents in the BCC and No-BCC strategies that responded
correctly to each of the items in English and Spanish is shown in_Tables 6 and
7. A chi-square test of significance was applied to the health and_safety
items to test for differences in patterns of correct responses between BCC and
No-BCC schools. No significant differences were found between the_ BCC and
No-BCC schools in either the English or Spanish health/safety scales (English,



Chi-square =2.42, d.f.=7, v.90; Spanish, Chi-square = _.83, d.f.=8, p=.98).
This suggests that at the posttest, there was no difference in the level of
achievement in the content area of health/safety for children in BCC and
No-BCC schools.

Overall, at the end of the four-month pilot project period, academic achieve-
ment of kindergarten LEP students was comparable, with or without BCC instruc-
tion. Only in mathematics, did students' achievement in the BCC program
approach a significantly higher level than those in the No-BCC program. This
difference in achievement was found on the English-language version of the
norm-referenced test (TOBE). BCC students' achievement in science was also
marginally significant, on the English-language version of the criterion-
referenced test (BCC). These results should be interpreted cautiously, as
when a correction factor is applied which takes into account the use of
several different analyses, the differences are not statistically significant.
In addition, the implementation time of the project was limited. With a full
year of program implementation, the effect of the two strategies on student
achievement may be more clearly demonstrated.

Pilot Project Implementation

The second question addressed by this evaluation was "Was the pilot project
im_lemented_ a_-ro_riatel_ _with res ect to the uidelines- and other_re)eVAnt
-rd-raMMatic actor-S.

To respond to t is question, data were gathered on major project implementa-
tion characteristics which were specified in the guidelines for implementation
(see Appendix 8), and others which were also relevant to the BCC pilot proj-
ect. Specifically, the following implementation characteristics were ex-
amined:

I. Project Characteristics Specified in the Guidelines

A. Time allocations

B. Instructional materials

C. Language of instruction

D Teacher training and experience

E. Class size

II. Project Characteristics Relevant to implementation, Not Specified In the
Guidelines

A. Instructional approach

B. Implementation of the pilot project: teacher and principal percep-
tions.

C. Administrative, school and parental support: teacher and principal
perceptions.

D. Students' attitudes and performance: teacher perceptions

10
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E. Methodologies for teaching LEP students: teacher and principal
opinions.

To assess program implementation, questionnaires were developed for teachers
and principals of BCC and No-BCC schools (see Appendix A)._ Teacher question-
naires had four vjrsions, corresponding to the different BCC/No-BCC delivery
systems. Similar questionnaires were developed for BCC and No-BCC principals,
respectively.

In total, twelve teachers from ten pilot project schools completed the ques
tionnaire. They were: three BCC classroom teachers responsible for bilingual
content area instruction; two BCC classroom teachers who work with the spe-
cialized BCC supplementary teacher; two. BCC supplementary teachers, and five
No-BCC classroom teachers. Ten principals completed questionnaires: five BCC
and five No-BCC principals. The total response rate was 86% for teachers and
83% for principals.

Data Analysis,

Both teachers and principals were asked to respond to the majority of items by
using Likert-type rating scales. They used a five-point _scale ranging from
"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree," for items related to program imple7
mentation and opinions about teaching LEP students. They indicated use of
general methodologies andinstructional resources on a four-point rating scale
ranging from "no use" to "extensive use."

Data were analyzed separately for BCC and No-BCC schools,_and for teacher and
principal responses (see Tables 8 to 20). Given the small number of respon-
dents, no statistical _analyses were carried out. Simple descriptive statis-
tics (mean ratings)_ .for_item statements were .calculated for BCC classroom
teachers (n=5), No-BCC classroom teachers (n=5),_BCC supplementary teachers
(n=2), BCC principals (n=5) and No-BCC principals (n=5

Since the objective of the BCC evaluation is to assess the outcome of the two
strategies on student performance in content area achievement, it was neces-
sary to determine that the two strategies were carried out comparably, when
applicable, and correctly, i.e., following the project guidelines. It was
necessary also that the specific requirements for carrying'out each strategy
were followed. If each strategy was not implemented fully, then the evalua-
tion cannot answer the question of whether one strategy has more effect on
student achievement than the other. In order to address these issues, program
characteristics were examined to determine whether I) they were comparable in
BCC and No-BCC schools, 2) they were different in BCC and No-BCC schools,
depending on the requirements, and 3) they might have had an effect on student
achievement.

Pro'ect_Characteristics. Specified in the Guidel_ioes

Time allocations. In both BCC and No-BCC schools, the program guidelines
called for siktSf minutes daily to be allocated for content instruction. Up to
half of this time was to be allocated for mathematics, and half for "combined
instruction" subjects.
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As shown in Table 8, there was some variation in the amount of time reported
for mathematics instruction among BCC schools. ihe range of time was_15-60
minutes. Two teachers_ taught mathematics for 60 ming'.:es a day,_ two for 30
minutes and one for fifteen. No variation was reported among No-BCC schools;
all of the No-BCC teachers reported 30 minutes of mathematics _instruction
daily. Therefore, the total teaching time per week for the five BCC schools
was greater than for the five No-BCC schools. The finding that the BCC
students performed significantly better on one of the mathematics achievement
tests may be related to this difference in mathematics teaching time.

Instructional time in- the "combined instructional" areas also was not equi a-
lent for the BCC and No-BCC schools. The range of reported instructional time
for the BCC and No-BCC schools was the same: between SO and 60 minutes daily.
However, the distribution of teachers reporting these instructional times was
different. In the No-BCC schools, four of the five No-BCC schools responding
to_the questionnaire reported 30 minutes daily of instructional time. In the
BCC schools, three out of five classes received a total of 60 minutes a day.
In the two BCC schools where the BCC supplementary teachei. taught "combined
instruction", the classroom teacher also taught those subjects, ac:.ounting for
part_of_the variation in time allocation between BCC and No-BCC. The finding
of slightly better performance by BCC students on the criterion-referenced
science test may be related to more teacher time for the "combined instruc-
tional" areas in BCC schools.

In summary, BCC teachers reported more variation in teac!ing time_than did
No-BCC teachers. BCC students apparently received more instructional time in
mathematics and "combined instruction" content areas than did No-BCC students.
These differences in instructional time between BCC and No-BCC schools could
become a significant factor in the study. It is recommended that during
orientation, contacts and school visits conducted by program personnel, time
allocation guidelines should be reviewed, and their importance in the study
stressed. In addition.; closer monitoring of instructional time is recommend-
ed

Instructional_materials. According to the BCC project guidelines, instruc-
IIZT5T-7911i7i-ii-iga and No-BCC schools were to be of comparable quality
and quantiq. Teachers in both strategies reported the availability of the
same or similar texts and other teaching materials.

For teaching mathematics, the extent of use of available instructional re-
sources_ in English was very similar between the BCC and No-BCC strategies.
Only a limited number of BCC schools reported the use of textbooks and supple-
mentary materials in Spanish. The BCC_schools reported minimal use (see Table
9) of available instructional materials. The No-BCC schools did not report
the use of mathematics teaching materials in Spanish, indicating that the
guidelines for carrying out the No-BCC strategy were followed correctly.

For "combined instruction" in English, BCC and No-BCC teachers used textbooks,
in conjunction with_other supplementary materials to the same extent (see
Table 10). For "combined instruction" in Spanish, onty BCC schools reported
the availability and use of_ instructional resources, which is in accordance
with the requirements of the strategy.- Limited use of all instructional
material in Spanish was reported by the BCC classroom teacher while the BCC
supplementary teachers reported more extensive use of all materials, espe-
cially audiovisual. This indicates that "combined instruction" areas were
taught bilingually-more than mathematics was.
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In summary, _materials for mathematics and "combined instruction" in English
were comparable for BCC and No-BCC schools, and the extent of use was similar.
Use of materials in Spanish was reported only by the BCC schools, which is in
compliance with project guidelines.

Lan-oaot of instruction. _In the BCC schools, the guidelines for teaching
curr cu um con tnt-ta_ed for Spanish to be used during the time allocated for
BCC, and English to be used the rest of the school day, except for Spanish-S.
In the No-BCC schools, English was to be the sole language of instruction,
except for Spanish-S.

In Part A of the Teacher Questionnaire _see Appendix A), question 3 asks

teachers to .report on the language(s) used during mathematics and "Combined
instruction." At the initiation of the pilot project in February, three out
of the five BCC schools reported that mathematics instruction was both in

English and Spanish, or primarily in Spanish. By the end of the school year,
all_ BCC schools reported that mathematics instruction was primarily in.

English, and, in three of these schools, Spanish was used to clarify English
instruction as well.

In all No-BCC schools, at the iniiation of the pilot project, English was the
primary language of instruction in mathematics, with two schools_reporting the
use of Spanish for clarification. By the end of the year English was the sole
language of instruction in all No-BCC schools.

At the initiation of the project, all BCC teachers reported that the "combined
instruction" areas were being taught in both English and Spanish, or in

Spanish primarily. At the end of the school year, "combined instruction" was
reported being taught bilingually in four of five schools; however, in no
school was Spanish the primarily language of instruction. In the No-BCC
schools, the reported use of _English as the language_of instruction was the
same for "combined instruction" as it was for mathematics.

In summary, in the BCC strategy, variations in the guidelines for the teaching
of content area bilingually occurred. By the end of the school year, two of
the five BCC schools reported no bilingual instructionkin mathematics. The
limited use of Spanish in teaching mathematics in the BCC schools suggests
that the better performance demonstrated by BCC students on a mathematics
achievement test may not be the result of bilingual instruction alone. Other
program variables must be carefully studied.

In the No-BCC schools, at the end of the school year all content teaching was
in English, in accordance with the guidelines. The variations reported at the
beginning of the ytar (two schools using Spanish AO clarify content instruc-
tion) were corrected.

Teacher trainin: and experience. As stated in the guidelines, teachers in BCC
an d No-BCC sc oo-t were ttiTi-comparable in qualifications. BCC and No-BCC
teachers were comparable with respect to degrees held (elementary education
and early childhood ). As can be seen in Table 11, overall, teahers in the
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two strategies were exper enced teachers; four of the five BCC and all No-BCC
teachers had had years of experience working with LEP students.

BCC students were taught primarily by bilingual classroom teachers and BCC
supplementary teachers whose first language was Spanish. The No-BCC students
were taught Hprimarily by monolingual classroom teachers whose first language
was English (See Table 12).

Teachers providing content area instruction were surveyed about the inservice
train4rg they had received in methodologies for teaching LEP students. The
project guidelines generally stated that teachers assigned to teach content
areas should have had training and/or experience in that component of the
curriculum. It was found that more BCC teachers than No-BCC teachers reported
having taken the following courses pertaining to methodologies for teaching
LEP students in the home language: Teaching BCC, Teaching Basic Skills in the
Home Language and Methods of Teaching Spanish-S, courses which are appropriate
for teaching the BCC pilot classes (see Table 13).

The teachers also differed ir the numi)er that had taken methods of Teaching
ESOL: more BCC than No-BCC teachers reported having taken this course.
However, a comparable number of teachers (n4) in both BCC and No-BCC schools
reported having taken Teaching Curriculum Content in English Using ESOL
Techniques.

Both BCC and No-BCC teachers three of five indicated that they would like to
have more inservice training for the project. This .opinion_was shared by the
No-BCC principals more than the BCC principals (see Table 14).

Three classroom teachers that had not received training in methods of teaching
ESOL requested it (one BCC and two No-BCC), and two additional teachers (one
BCC and one No-BCC) requested training in teaching curriculum content using
ESOL techniques (see Table 15). The requests suggest that these are needed
skills for instructing LEP students in the classroom.

In summary, in keeping with the guidelines, both BCC_and No-BCC teachers had
comparable levels of professional training, certification, and years of
teaching experience. Most BCC teachers had received at least one inservice
course related to teaching components of that strategy. No-BCC teachers, had
not received as much inservice training as BCC teachers. Many project teach-
ers felt they needed more training to carry out the project.

Class size. As stated in the BCC project guidelines, class size teacher-
pupil ratio was to be as consistent as possible across both types of pro-
grams.

At the initiation of the study, class rosters indicated that the average class
size for the, BCC was 25 children, and ranged from 21740. In the No-BCC
schools, the average class size was 24, and ranged from 16-35. Team teaching
and aides were used to reduce the student teacher ratio in the BCC class
containing 40 students. The No-BCC large class was subsequently divided into
two classes.

In summary, class size generally conformed to the project guidelines.
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Pr?j0ct _Character s cs Relevant m-lementation, No eci ied in the
Gu_dilfnes

Instructional Approach. In order_to determine if the BCC and No-BCC strate-
0-10t-were_taU0Kt Under similar educationaT conditions, several methodologies
were sampled. These included: working with a classroom aide; dividing_the
class into instructional groups; grouping by achievement criteria, English
proficiency, and Spanish proficiency; coordinating content instruction with
Spanish "S" and ESOL instruction;_ incorporating language development into
content instruction, and communicating with parents.

In Table 16, the distribution and mean rating of teachers' responses is shown.
One clear trend was found: No-BCC classr000m teachers reported more dividing
the class for instruction, and more grouping by achievement criteria and
English proficiency than both the BCC classroom and supplementary teachers.
For all other methodologies examined, the variations between BCC and No-BCC
teachers were slight and did not suggest any consistent trends.

In summary, No-BCC teachers reported more grouping than BCC teachers. This
was the only discernible trend. The reader is reminded that grouping was not
required by the project guidelines, and is not an instructional methodology
necessary for the implementation of the No-BCC Project. However, it is

conceivable that this variation in teaching methodologies between the BCC and
No-BCC schools cduld influence student achievement so that the effects of the
BCC and No-BCC strategies is confounded or obscured. The differential use of
this important teaching methodology should be carefully monitored in the
1984-85 project year.

m lementation of the_Pilot Pro'ect: --aacher and -inc al erce-tions.
eac ers an_ principa_S Were aS R a out t eir un e stan ing o t 0 goa_s
and objectives of the project and of the criteria for selecting teachers and
students, and 2) their opinions about the adequacy of the direction, orienta-
tion and resources provided for project implementation. In none of the indi-
vidual items was there a large difference between the responses of BCC and
No-BCC school personnel. However, across all items the No-BCC staff tended to
be more positive than BCC staff (see Table 17).

In addition, it appears that the orientation and direction on the implementa-
tion of the project were perceived by the majority of the_ teachers to be
inadequate. Mean ratings were at or below the midpoints of the scales ad-
dressing these questions. The principals perceived the direction provided by
the district as slightly more adequate than did the teachers.

Finally, principals in both strategies strongly agreed that the project was
operating in their schools according to the guidelines in the_ "Summary of
Conditions and Activities of BCC/No-BCC Pilot Project, 1983-84" (see Appendix
C). However, as reported above, teachers_indicated they had modified a number
of program aspects set forth in the guidelines.

In summary, No-BCC staff appeared to have more favorable opinions on project
implementation than BCC teachers. However, the responses reported above
suggest that there was some uncertainty about carrying out the pilot project
in both the BCC and No-BCC strategies. This could have affected the outcomes
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on student performance by limiting the degree of implementation, and there-
fore, the potential educational impact of each of the strategies.

Administrative, school and parental support: teacher and principal percep-
tions. In rating scales-dfreCted-at-teaCher end-printipal-Opinions aboUt the
degree of support for the project among school personnel and parents, it was
found once again that No-BCC teachers were more positive about the project
than the BCC teachers (see Table 18). Also, No-BCC -teachers perceived the
school administration as being more enthusiastic about the project than the
BCC teachers. This difference between teachers of the two strategies was one
of the largest found among the various rating scales. Again, the implication
of these findings is that potential differences in achievement due to the
differential impact of each strategy may be obscured by a less than complete
implementation of each.

Interestingly, while No-BCC teachers appear more positive, the principals of
the No-BCC schools tended to view their teachers as having a less positive
attitude toward-the project than did the principals of the BCC project. In

general, principals did not perceive faculty or parents ai enthusiastic :toward
the project. Teachers tended to be slightly more positive than did the
principals about the degree of support there was for the project.

In summary, No-BCC teachers were more positive about the support they received
from the administration and faculty than the BCC teachers. Teachers, more
than principals, perceived the faculty and parents as enthusiastic about the
project.

Students' attitudes and e 'ormance: teacher 'erce'tions. Teachers were
as e. t6 rate stu ent ettiru_es towa _earning content curriculum_ and the
improvement in performance in content subjects during the pilot project. No
differences were reported between BCC and No-BCC students. Both BCC and
No-BCC teachers reported that their studentt had a.positive attitude toward
learning curriculum content. Also teachers in both strategies agreed that
students performance levels had improved during the pilot project (see Table
19)

In summary, students in both BCC and No-BCC schools were reported_to have a
positive attitude toward learning curriculum content. The level of perform-
ance was also reported to have improved.

Methodologies for teachin--_ LEP students:. teacher and inci- 1 o inions.
riTT were ate- -opihiont a_out t_e appropriate use co ng_ s an_ t e ome
language for teaching LEPs (see Table 20). BCC and No-BCC teachers held
similar _opinions. The principals did show some differences, with No-_BCC
principals appearing to be more favorable than BCC principals toward providing
basic instruction first in the home language. In general, however, principals
more than teachers in both strategies favor the use of English as the primary
instructional language.

For teachers of both strategies, there appeared to be strong disagreement with
the methodology of teaching mathematics in the home language until the stu-
dents become proficient in English. The disagreement was not found in the
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case of "combined instruction," however. This may relate to the finding
reported above that, in the BCC schools, mathematics was taught in English
more thorn "combined instruction." This could mean that the full effect of BCC
on mathematics achievement was diminished as a consequence of the teachers'
disagreement with the_ educational methodology assigned them, and the resulting
limited use of Spanish in teaching mathematics.

In summary, teachers of both strategies shared similar opinions on the use of
English and Spanish to teach LEP students. They tend to see more need to use
the home language to teach "combined instruction" than mathematics. Princi-
pals, in general, favored the use of English as the primary instructional
language.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions which emerged from this evaluation are based on a four-month
period _of the BCC P.ilot Project. In effect, this period may be considered as
a "field trial" of the project, when new procedures are implemented and
problems are identified. Because of the brief duration of the project, and
the fact that it was in its first year, the conclusions_on posttest results
and project implementation should be interpreted cautiously.

The conclusions were:

I. At the end of the four-month pilot project period, no clear pattern of
results has emerged to indicate that either of the two strategies, BCC or
No-BCC, consistently leads to higher student performance.

2. Limited English proficient kindergarten students in the BCC and No-BCC
strategies performed at comparable levels at the posttest in science and
social studies on the standardized TOBE test, and in mathematics and
social studies on the locally-developed BCC test, in English and in

Spanish. They also demonstrated comparable achievement in the three
content areas on all tests in Spanish.

Limited English proficient kindergarten students achieved a higher_degree
of academic progress in mathematics with BCC instruction than without.
An analysis of covariance applied to this measure indicated _that this
difference was significant. This result was found on the TOSE Test, in
English. BCC students also achieved a slightly higher degree of progress
in science, on the BCC Science Test, in English. This difference was
marginally significant on an analysis of covariance applied to this
measure. These findings must be interpreted with caution, for when a
correction procedure is used which takes into account the overall effect
of_using several individual analyses, the differences are not statistic-
ally significant. In_addition, some variations in project guidelines
were reported that could influence achievement; for example more teaching
time in content subjects in the BCC schools than in the No-BCC schools.
These variations have since been addressed by the Bilingual/Foreign
Language Education Department.

4. No significant differences were found between BCC and No-BCC groups in
either English or Spanish health/safety achievement measures. Limited
English proficient kindergarten students achieved at comparable levels in
the health/safety content area, with or without BCC.
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In general, the BC',; Pilot Project was implemented according to the
guidelines, in the four-month period. Guidelines were met in BCC and
No-BCC schools with respect to class size, teacher training and experi-
ence, and instructional materials, all of which were comparable in both
strategies.

6. Variation from the guidelines was found in the amount of teaching t_me
provided for mathematics and "combined instruction." Also, the use of
Spanish in teaching content subjects did not conform to the guidelines in
several _BCC .schools. Such modifications could affect student_achieve-
ment. In the current year, steps have been taken by the Biling4a1/
Foreign Language Education Department personnel to ensure that program-
matic guidelines are implemented as specified.

7. Diffnrences between BCC and No-BCC schools were identified in teaching
strategies and in teacher/principal perceptions of project implementa-
tion. These included: No-BCC teachers reported more grouping of stu-
dents for instruction, and overall, sliohtly more favorable perceptions
of how the project was implemented, than did BCC teachers'.

8. Teachers in both strategies :reit that students' attitudes toward learning
was positive and that they had progressed in content subjects during the
four-month pilot project period.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations which emerged from the evaluation are:

1. More orientation and direction for implementing the BCC and No-BCC
strategies should be provided to both teachers and principals by
Bilingual/Foreign Language Education personnel. Closer supervision with
respect to adherence to project guidelines is needed, particularly in
terms of time allocation and the use of Spanish in teaching content
subjects.

Status: Since the beginning of the 1984-85_ school year,_the _Bilingual/
Foreign Language Education personnel have been meeting with project
school personnel to give needed orientation and supervision.

2 inservice training, special workshops on project _operations, or other
areas of concern related to the project should be made available to
teachers and principals.

Status: In the fall of 1984-85, some pilot pooject personnel participated in
the Methods of Teaching ESOL workshop. A countywide workshop to
teach BCC or CCE/ESOL iS planned for the second semester. Individ-
ual on-site inservice training for_project teachers has begun. This
on-site training is being provided by a teacher assigned half time
to the Bilingual/Foreign Language Education Department for this
project.
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OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY

MEMORANDUM

TO: Selected Principals

FROM: Ray Turner, Assistant Superintende
Office of Educational Accountability

RT-I014
September 8, 1983

SUBJECT: SURVEY OF BILINGUAL CURRICULUM CONTENT PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Pursuant to the School Board's directive to evaluate the Bilingual Curricu-

lum Content (BCC) program, the Office of Educational Accountability'is con-

ducting a survey on the implementation of the program. A copy of the survey

instrument is enclosed and we request that it be completed by you or whom-

ever supervises the BCC program in your school.

The data collected in this survey will be used as part of the evaluation

activities planned for this year. We are interested only in His anic stu-
dents of limited English proficiency, i.e., students classi le_ -as ESOL

levels I, II, III, and IV. Your cooperation is appreciated in assisting us

in our efforts. Please return the completed survey in the enclosed envelope

by September 23, 1983.

If you have any questions, please Call Maria Aria or Carlos Martinez at

350-3447.

RT/MA/awoj

Enclosures:

cc: Mr. Paul W. Bell
Area Superintendents
Mr. Joseph Fernandez
Mr. Richard O. White
Mr. Ralph F. Robinett
Dr. Rosa G. Inclan
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School

DCPS
Bilingual Curriculum Content (BCC) Survey

Administrator's Questionnaire

Area

Who is directly responsible for the supervis on of the Bilingual Program

within your school?

The principal Name:

The assistant prin_ipal Name:

Other individual(i) State name(s) and position(s

(Please have the person who is primarily reSponsible for the supervision of

the Bilingual Program complete the questionnaire.)

Number of Hispanic origin limited English proficient students (LEPs)

BCC students are grouped by:

Grade level Circle the grades that are grouped together, if any

Example: (E) (I)

K I 2 3 4 5 6

ESOL level Circle the ESOL levels that are grouped together, if any.

Example: (I) (II) (1117W__

I II I I IV

Other (Please specify)

Total number of students in BCC (all grades

Number of students in OCC by ESOL and.Grade levels:
1

ESOL level I

II

III

IV

22
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BCC teacher characteristics at present)
Number of staff teaching BCC

How many are:

Full-time (BCC only) Name s
Classroom teachers Name s
Combined with ESOL Spanish S SL, etc. Name(s):

Trai ni ng:

Now many of the BCC teachers have been trained to teach BCC?
By DCPS staff
At other institutions
(Specify.)

In terms of physical facilities where is BCC taught? Check the approp
location for-each grade:

K I 5 6

Student's homeroom

-BCC classroom (used only for BCC at all times)

BCC classroom çused only for BCC at a given time-may be used
for ESOL, Spanlsh S/SL at other times)

Classroom (Shared with another teacher concurrently)

Classroom (vacant, varies with time of day)

Atypical classroom (library, stage, cafeteria used only for BCC)

Atypical classroom (library, stage, cafeteria used for BCC and
other subject areas/activities concurrently)

Other (-_-ecify.)

ate

Upon what basis is the BCC program implemented?

I 5 6
Sequentially in terms of the Balanced Curriculum
Objectives by grade level (determined by BCC teacher

Sequentially in terms of the Balanced Curriculum
Objectives by grade level (determined by BCC teacher
in correlation with classroom/homeroom teacher

Incidentally determined by BCC teadier

Incidentally in correlation with classroom/homeroom
teacher

rSrsSs
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No Ca instruction

NA KA NA

Grade K Grade K Grade K _____

Grade 1 Grade 1 Grade 1

Grede 5 Grade 5 Grade 5

G? _ade 6 Grade 6 Grade 6

BCC pulled-out

NA NA %. NA

Grade K Grade K Grade K

Grade 1 Grade 1 Grade 1 .
Grade 5 Grade 5 - Grade 5

Grade 6 Grade 6 Grade 6_
BCC self-conta ned

NA NA NA

Grade.K Grade K Grade K

Grade 1 Grade 1 _.__ Grade 1

Grade 5_ Grade t Grade 5

Grade 6 Grade 6 Grade 6

NA
Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 5
Grade 6

BCC partially self-conta ned

NA
Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 5
Grade 6

NA
Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 5
Grade 6

BCC in-class _Spanish-English bilingual classroom teacher with LEP and

non-LEP students

NA NA NA

Grade K Grade K Grade K

Grade 1 Grade 1 Grade 1

____Grade 5 Grade 5 Grade 5

Grade 6 Grade 6 Grade 6

BCC teacher comes into LEP self-contained class

NA HA KA

Grade K Grade K Grade K

Grade 1 Grade 1 Grade 1

Grade 5-- Grade 5 Grade 5

Grade 6 Grade 6 _____
Grade 6

BCC.teacher instructs LEP students within heterogeneous classroom

NA NA NA

Grade K Grade K Grade K

Grade 1 Grade 1:---- Grade 1-

,Grade 5 Grade 5 Grade 5

--.340- 6 Grade 6 Grade 6

24 32



Time for BCC instruction:
the time (minutes) for BCC instruction. Please indicate the

students ESOL level, the days of the week, and the BCC sub ect area.

Grade Time 0ay of Week

(mibutes for ( R, F)

each ESOL level)

Example:
I - 90 min.
II - 60 min.
III - 30 min.
IV - 0

Examp e:
I - IV - 30 m n.

Sub ect Area

Example: Example:

I - M, T, W, R, F I - M, Sc, SS

II - No T, W0 R, F II - M0 Sc, SS

III - M, T, W, R, F III - $S
IV - No IV - No

Example:
I - IV - M, W, F
I - IV - I
I - IV - R

Example:
I - IV M
I - IV $S

IV Sc

5

your BCC Program scheduled by alternate weeks? Yes No

by alternate grading periods? Yes No

If yes, describe:

25



Materials Used in BCC:
Please used in each area to _deliver BCC instruction
and rank them according to the frequency of use: (1) being the most fre-

quently used and (3) the least frequently used. Please indicate the pub-

lisher, the title and the language uSed.

Subject
SS)_ Publisher, Tit

Teacher
Adapted

Language Materials
Rating (English* in Home

S anish Langua9e

CEA 9-8-83
BSHL/PILOT/S.2:nmi
0pcgURV.0 - 10



DR. LEONARD eRrrroN
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

DR. RAY TURNER
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY
005) 350-3447

DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOARD ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY
1410 NORTHEAST SECOND AVENUE

MIAMI. FLORIDA 33132

June 7, 1984

DADE COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD
MR. PAUL I CEJAS, CHAIRMAN

MR. ROBERT RENICK, VICE-CHAIRMAN
MRS. ETHEL BECKHAM

MR. O. mums BRADDOCK
DR. MICHAEL KROP

MS. JANET R. MEALILEY
MR. WILLIAM H. TURNER

Dear BCC Pilot Project Teacher:

As part of the overall evaluation of the Bilingual Curriculum Content (BCC)
Pilot Project, the Office of Educational Accountability is requesting that par-

ticipatifig classroom and BCC supplementary teachers complete a questionnaire.

Please complete the enclosed questionnaire, and return it in the attached, self-

addressed envelope to this office no later than June 15, 1984. We realize that

this is a very busy time for you, and we apologlze for_any inconvenience this

may cause. However, your response is important, and needed in order to complete

this year's evaluation of the BCC project.

The information gathered through these questionnaires will be used to develop an

overall description of the pilot project's first year of functioning. We are
interested in determining how the project was implemented in_the classroom, what
you:think about its current operation and effectiveness, and what modifications

need to,be made. We are also interested in knowing your opinions about how lim-
ited English proficient students should be taught content subjects, and your
training and experience in working with these students.

All results of the questionnaires will be treated in aggregate comparisons be-

tween "BCC" and "No-BCC" schools. No individual teacher or school will be named
in any description, and all responses will remain anonymous.

If you have any questions concerning the questionnaire or any aspect of the

evaluation, please contact Dr. Sylvia Rothfarb at the Office of Educational Ac-

countability (350-3447).

Your cooperation is greatly appreci ed.

RT:SR:sh
enclosure

Sincerely,

27

Ray Tu
Office
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ssistant Superintendent
ucational Accountability



DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY

BILINGUAL CUVRICULUM CONTENT PILOT PROJECT (BCC/NO-BCC)
"BCC SCHOOL" - CLASSROOM TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE - I

(This questionnaire should be filled in by the classroom teacher who is
bilingual and teaches curriculum content bilingually without the assis-
tance of a BCC Supplementary Teacher._

School Name

PART A. INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

Listed below are several instructional strategies and resources which can be
used in teaching BCC to limited English proficient children. Using the scale
below, indicate the extent to which you have used each strategy or resource
with BCC PILOT PROJECT STUDENTS, by placing the appropriate numerical code in
the space provided on the right. If you have used strategies/resources not
described below, please write these in (and provide appropriate use codes ) in
the space provided at the end of each list.

No
Use

1

Little
Use

2

Moderate
Use

3

Extensive
Use

4

Instructional Strategies:

working with an aide under your supervision .. ................. ..

dividing the class into groups for instruction

grouping students by achievement criteria

grouping students by English (12) proficiency

grouping students by Spanish (L1) proficiency ...... .....

coordinating BCC instruction with instruction provided by the
Spanish S teacher . . ................... . . ...... .

coordinating BCC instruction with instruction provided by the ESOL
teacher

including Spanish language development activities (oral and
written) in BCC lessons

including English language developmentiactivities (oral and
written) in BCC lessons

communicating with parents of Pilot Project students on the stu-
dents' progress

other (specify)

28 Palls MIS'

NOT
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2

3

4
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7
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No

Use

1

Little
Use

2

Moderate Extensive
Use Use

3 4

Instructi nal Resources:

Mathematics textbooks in Spanish

supplementary Math materials in Spanish (dittos, workbooks)

audio-visual Math materials in Spanish (charts, cassettes-records,
films, filmstrips, games, computer programs

other Math instructional resources in Spanish specify):

DO %C"r

THIS
AITE

SPtCE

13

16

Mathematics textbooks in English _ 17

supplementary Math materials in English (oittos, workbooks) 18

audio-visual Math materials in English (charts cassettes, records,
films, filmstrips, games, computer programs ) -c

other Math instructional resources in English (specifv

"Combined Instruction" (Science, Social Studies, Nealth/Sa ety)
textbooks in Spanish .............. .... . . , ...... . . . . . ..

supplementary "Combined Instruction" materials in Spanish (dittos,
workbooks)

audio-visual "Combined Instruction" materials in Spanish (charts,
cassettes, records, films, filmstrips, games, computer programs

other "Combined Instruction" resources in Spanish (specify

"Combined Instruction" (Science, Social Studies, Nealth/Safety)
textbooks in English .......... . . .. . .. .... ....... .

supplementary "Combined Instruction" materials in English (dittos,
workbooks)

audio-vlsual "Combined Instruction' materials in English (charts,
cassettes, records, films, filmstrips, games, computer programs

other "Combined Instruction" resources. in English (specifv):

29
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27

22

26
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Languace Usage:

Please identify the language patterns used by you in teaching cur iculum
ccntent to LEP students_during 1984. Circle two numerals n each columr
for each subject: one for February usage and one for current (June) usage.

CURRICULUM CONTENT SUBJECTS

LANGUAGE
USAGE

Mathematics
Feb. %lune

"COVerNED

Science
Feb. June

ThSTRUCTION'

Social -tudie.
Feb. June

Neelthi5afe:.
Feb. June

All instruction
is in Spaoish 1

.

Instruction is
in Spanish, Eng-
lish is used to
supplement in-
struction ........ 2 .. . 0 .

Instruction is in
both English and
Spanish .... ...... 3 .

Instruction is in
Enclish, Spanish
is used to clari-
fy, explain and
support instruc-
tion 4 . . 4 A 4

All instruction
is in English 5 5 ... 5

Path Mi& Op- Datift Aro 33. 1904
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4. Implementation:

For each of the following statements on the BCC Pilot Project imple-
mentation, please indicate the extent of your agreement or disagrte-
rent. Using the scale below, select the appropriate number and -write
it in the space provided on the riOt.

Strongly
Disagree Disaaree Uncertain Agree

2 3 4

Stronoly I

Acree

I understand the goals and objectives of th- BCC Pilot P_oject.

I understand the criteria used to select students for this
project

l_have been provideo aaequa_ direction in the impleme tion
of the project

The orientation I received for this program was adequate........

I would like to have more inservice -training for this program...

The BCC Pilot Project students have a. positive attitude toward
learning curriculum content bilingually

The BCC Pflot Project students have improved their levels of per-
formance in content subjects, between February and June

Teachers in the school have a positive attitude toward the
project. . V.... ...... A . ... 46 .. . A .... m.m.mmaOmm.6466

Parents are enthusiastic toward the project

The school administration is enthusiastic toward the project....

Pilot Project LEP students have opportunities during the school
Gay to interact with non-LEP students... . ..... .. ...

I would like my kindergarten LEP students to have opportunities_
to interact with kindergarten non-LEP students during the school

day...664860600..0. ........ "Om." .. ... . . 4.840mmoo.. ....... 00

I think the classroom teacher of LEP students in kinderaarten
should be able to use Spanish at his/her discretion during the
schoolday ........ ........ . ........ . . . ......-....... ... . .

31 3 9 PUN% P4154 Exp. Oatt4
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Followirg are three quettions en current and future imp ementation oT the
BCC Pilot Prcject. Please fi 1 Ir the information requested usirs addi-
tional paper if necessary.

(:) The BCC Pilot Project Schools were provioec the fell c guiuenes
fcr the im 'emertation OT the Project:

"All participarts in all project schools will receive =tent area
instruction for one hour daily, 30 minutes for Math and 2C minutes
for 'Combined Instruction.' In project schools providing ECC, ore
half of the time for Math ano ere half the time for 'Combined In-
struction,' a total of thirty minutes will be oevoted tc provram
delivery in Spanish."

Did you have to modify these guidelines? Yes 52

What were the reasons for your changes?

What is -lie daily number of minutes you teach BCC to Pilot Project
students fill in

(a) Mathematics _minutes daily

(b) "Combined instruction" (Science, Social Studies, HealthiSafety)
minutes daily

WI In order to improve our procedures for implementing the BCC Pilot
Project next year, what recommendations wculd you make?

32
4 0
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Cpiniuns un Methodologies for Teaching LEP Students:

Following are.statements.of opinions on methedologies for teaching LEP
stuoents. Using the scale below, please indicate the extent of your
agreement or disagreement with eactl statement by selectine the ppropri-
ate numeral ane writing in on the line next to each item.

I

Strongly
Uisaoree

I

Disagree

2

Uncertain

3

Strongly
AgrPe Agree

4

LEP studen.s should learn mathematics in their home language (Spanish)
until they become proficient in English.. . ............ .. . .

If students learn to read first in the language they knew best (their
home language), learning to read in Enolish will be enhanced....

LEP students should learn "Combined Instruction" subjects Science,
Social Studies, Health/Safety) in their home language, unt.1 they
become proficient in English

Use cf the home language in teaching curriculum content sub4ects
should decrease as students' English proficiency increases

LEP students should be taught curriculum content subjects in Eng
using ESCL-oriented materials am techniques. This method shoule
extend and support BCC instruction........ ... ....ii_..--

LEP students should be taught curriculum content subjects in English,
using ESCL-oriented materials and techniques, without BCC instruc-
tion.. . ........... ...... ........ . . . . ................ .

Even with Level I (non-independent ESCL) students, the home laneuace
is best used to clarify, explain ana support instruction given in
Enolish, rather than being the dominant languace of instruction,
in curriculum content

ontinuous translating from the home_language (Spanish) to English
is an effective way to teach curriculum content to LEP stbdents....

Cognitive development in LEP students is strengthened when they ac-
quire parallel skills and concepts in the home language and English

33
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ih Fe Arc EXPERIENCE IN TEACHING
ACTICIE11751UCEFT5

6. The following questions concern y ur training ard experience in teach-
ing.limitec English proficient students. Please circle all nuw-ers that
app in each question, or fill in the irformatlor requestec.

(a) What degree (s) de you have? (Circle all that apply,

bachelor's 1 ducational specialist

master's 2 aocterate

() How many years have you been a teacher?

I year .. . 1 11 - 15 years 4

2 - 3 years 4 16 - 25 years .......

4 - 10 years 3 25+ years .-....._ . 6

Ecw many years have you tauaht LEP students? (include 'ears YOU have
taught in a foreign country, and years you worked as ar aide, if ap-
plicable.

1 year 1 11 - 15 years

ears ....... 16 - 25 years . .....

4 , 10 years 3 25+ years 6

In which areas do you hold Florida certification?

Elementary 1

Early Childhood

Ounior High/Middle

School

Secondary 4

Supervision 5

Administration 6

Bilingual Education 7

ESOL 8

Lancuages, Spanish .... .00.@.**

English 10

Mathematics 11

Social Studies 12

Science ...._..... .... . 13

Other: (specify)

If you hold teaching credentials or certification from another state,
please describe:

Mat language(s) other than English do you speak? (specify)

34 42 "Nu MIS, eak
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(g) Do you read and write any of these lansuages- (Specify which lab
guacels])

(h) l.ohich of the following insrvice courses for teaching LEP students
have you taken?

Teaching Bilincual Curriculum Content

Teaching Basic Skills in the Home Language

Methods of Teaching Spanish S . . ....

Methods of Teaching ESOL .. . . ... . 4

Curriculum Content in Enolish Usin- ESOL Techriques E

Other specify):' 6

7

What inservice training would be most useful to you in implementinc
the BCC Pilot Project next year?

35
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OFFICE OF EDUCATI NAL ACCOUNTABILITY

MEMORA N DUM

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

All BCC Pilot Project Principals

Ray Turner, Assistant Superintenden
Office of Educational Accountability

BCC PILOT PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR QUESTIONNAIRE

RT-1398
June 18, 1984

As_part of the overall evaluation_ of the Bilingual Curriculum Content (BCC)
Pilot Project, the Office of Educational Accountability is requestino that prin-
cipals of participating schools complete the attached questionnaire. It is very
important that we have_ your responses, in order _to understand from the adminis-
trator's perspective the impact the project has had on your school. A separate
questionnaire is being sent to pilot project teachers, a copy of which is en-
closed for your information.

The data gathered through these questionnaires will be used to develop an over-
all description of the pilot project's first year of functioning. We are inter-
ested in determining how the project was implemented in your school, what you
think about its current operation and effectiveness, and what modifications need
to be made. We are also interested in knowing your opinions about how limited
EngliSh proficient students should be taught content subjects., Your comments
and recommendations regarding the implementation of the project for the academic
year 1984-85 are important to the success of the evaluation.

All results of the questionnaires will be treated in aggregate comparisons be-
tween "BCC" and "No-BCC" schools. No individual principal or school will be
named in any description, and all responses will remain anonymous. Please com-
plete the enclosed questionnaire and return it in the attached, self-addressed
envelope to this office by June 22, 1984.

If you have any questions concerning the questionnaire or any aspect of the
evaluation, please contact Dr. Sylvia Rothfarb at the Office of Educational
Accountability (350-3447).

RT:SR:sh
attachments
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School Name

SAMPLE
DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY
BIL NGUAL CURRICULUM CONTENT PILOT PROJECT (BCC/NO-BCC)

"BCC SCHOOL" - ADMINISTRATOR QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Implementation:

A. For each of the following statements on the BCC Pilot Project im-
plementation, please indicate the extent of your agreement or dis-
agreement. Using the scale below, select the appropriate number
and write it in the space provided on the right.

Strongly
Disagree

1

Disa- ee

2

Uncertain.

3

Agree

4

Strongly
Agree

5

The BCC Pilot Project is operating in my school as stated in the
guidelines, "Summary of Conditions and Activities of BCC/No-BCC
Pilot Project - 1983-84" Memorandum of December 22, 1983 .......

There was adeouate direction from the district regarding goals and
objectives00000.000.000 . 0 0000 0 000000 00000E0

I understand the criteria used to select students for this project

I understand the guidelines used to select classroom teachers for
this project

Parents have been adequately informed as to the BCC Pilot Project
goals, objectives, and curriculum

Parents are enthusiastic toward the project

Teachers in the BCC Pilot Project have a positive attitude toward
the project

Teachers in the school have a positive attitude toward the BCC Pilot
Project... o o o o o .... ..... ..................... ... .

Additional resources (personnel) provided by the district have been
helpful in implementing the project

Additional inservice for the project teachers would be desirable..

The BCC Pilot Project students have a positive attitude toward
learning curriculum content bilingually_

Pilot Prrject LEP students have opportunities during the school day
to interact with non-LEP students.. ................ ..... .........

. Ault: M154 E.
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree A ree

2 3 4 5

I would like kindergarten LEP students to have opportunities to
interact with non-LEP students during the school day... . ...........

I think the classroom teacher of LEP students in kindergarten should
be able to use Spanish at his/her discretion during the school day. 15

B. Following are three questions on current and future implementation of
the BCC Pilot Project. Please fill in the information requested,
using additional paper if necessary.

1) The BCC Pilot Project schools were provided the following guide-
lines for the implementation of the Project:

"All participants in all project schools will receive content
area instruction for one hour daily, 30 minutes for Math and
30 minutes for Combined instruction. In project schools. pro-
viding BCC, one half of the time for Math and one half the time
for 'Combined instruction,' a total of thirty minutes will be
devoted to program delivery in Spanish."

Were these guidelines modified? Yes No 16

What were the reasons for the changes?

DO NOT
WRITE IN
THIS SPACE

(2) What difficulties did you have in implementing the BCC Pilot
Project?

yl!eaIii6Ti
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In order to improve our procedures for implementing the BCC
Pilot Project next year, what recommendations would you make?

Opinions on Methodologies for Teaching LEP Students

Following are statements of_opinions on methodologies for teaching LEP
students. Using the scale below, please indicate the extent of your'
agreement or disagreement with_each statement by selecting the appropriate
numeral and writing it on the line next to each 'tem.

trongly Strongly
isagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

LEP students should learn Mathematics in their home language (Spani5h)
until they become proficient in English-.- .

If students learn to read first in the language they know best (their
home language), learning to read in English will be enhanced

LEP students should learn "Combined instruction" subjects Science,
Social Studies, Health/Safety in their home language, unt 1 they
become proficient in English

Use of the home language in_teaching curriculum content subjects
should decrease as students' English proficiency increases

LEP students should be taught curriculum content subjects in English,
using ESOL-oriented materials and techniques, with BCC instruction.

LEP students should be taught curriculum content subjects in English,
using ESOL-oriented materials and techniques, without BCC instruc-
tion......... wwwwwwwww w ......... 00000 . 000000 ............... 00000

tven with Level I (non-independent ESOL) students, the home language
is best used to clarify, explain and support instruction given in
English, rather than being the dominant language of instruction,
in curriculum content

Iht MISI Ena Oita Jowl 30. 2984
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Strongly
Disagree

1

Strongly
Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree

2 3 4 5

Continuous translating from the home language (Spanish) to .English
is an effective way to teach curriculum content to LEP students ...

Cognitive development in LEP students is strengthened when they ac7
quire parallel skills and concepts in the home language and English.

3. Composition of the Kindergarten Program in Your School.

The following questions refer to the composition_of your kindergarten pro-
gram. Please base your answers on current enrollment and the present or-
ganization_ of your kindergarten classes. For each of the questions, pleas
write in the total number in the space provided.

What is the total number of kindergarten classroom teachers?

What is the total number of kindergarten classroom aides?

What is the total number of kindergarten students (LEP and
non-LEP)? .. .............. . .................. ... . ... ..

What is the total number of K-LEP students (ESOL Levels I, II,
III, and IV)? . ................ . ... . .. ....... ........

What is the total number of kindergarten classes?

What is the total number of kindergarten self-contained classes
that have only LEP students?

OEA: 6/5/84
.SURVEY:sh- _Admiii CC
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BCC Pilot Project Evaluation

School Demographic Information

1. Name of School

2. Area

3. Number of students total enrollment)

Questions 4 - 7 refer to ethnic:composition of students.

4. W

5. %

6. % H

7. % A

8. Number of staff teaching full time

Questions 9 - 12 refer to ethnic composition of
full time staff

9. % W

10. % B

11. % H

12. % A

13. % of students F/R Lunch

14. % of LEP students

Write "1" if the answer is Yes,

15. Chapter I School?

16. Exceptional Student Center?

DEA: 03126/84
School Demographic Information
Survey/AWN

if the answer is No.

.41
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APPENDIX B

Pilot Project Guidelines
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-MEMORANDUM

TO:
Office of Education' iwcountability

FROM: Paul W. Bell Associate S4e.intendent
Bureau of Education

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO "REVISED LIST OF BCC-PILOT PR lECT SCHOOLS,
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MODIFICATIONS OF PROGRAM CONDITIONS"

Dr. Ray Turner, Assistant Superintendent

December 22. 1983

Your memorandum of December 15, 1983 setting forth revisioni in the list of
BCC Pilot Project schools and recommendations for modifications of program
conditions has been reviewed by staff of the Bureau. of Education. The revised
list and modifications of program conditions are consistent with our under-
standing of Board direction with respect to this pilot project.

As early in January as is feasible, the following should occur:

1. A meeting of selected staff of the Office of Educational Accountabil-
. ity and the Bureau of Education to establish tentative procedures and

timeline for implementation of the pilot project. Mr. Joseph

Fernandez should be invited to this meeting.

2. A meeting of selected DEA and Bureau of Education staff with Mr.
Fernandez, Area Superintendents or their representatives of the
North, North Central, and South Central Areas, and appropriate Area
Directors from those Areas to review tentative procedures and time-
line, with opportunity to provide input prior to finalization of the
plan of.implementation.

A meeting of selected OEA and Bureau of Education staff and a.school
administrator from each of the participating schools to review tenta-
tive._procedures and timeline, with opportunity to provide input prior
to finalization of the plan of implementation. Appropriate Area Di-
-rectors should be invited to'this meeting.

4. Finalization of the plan of 'implementation by OEA and Bureau of Edu-
cation staff.

Based on previous meetings and memorandums, and on proposeo activities of
staff of the Division of Elementary and Secondary Instruction, our understand-
ing of the status of this pilot proect is that the plan of implementation
will be in full operation by mid January, or no later than the end of the
first semester.

Attached is a summary of our understanding of conditions and activities re-
lated to the pilot project plan and its implementation.

PW3/RFR/mc.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Joseph Fernandez
Mrs. Angeline S. Welty
Mr. Richard O. White

43 Mr. Ralph F. Robihett
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Sown nditIons and CC N CC Pil t Pro 9 4

Purpose of the_ -ilot preject. The purpose of the emno-ecc Pilot Project is
to diuermite ;_e rpact et providing 5i1ingual curriculum content versus not
provIding bilingual curriculum content to limited English proficient students,
as reflected in their academic perforriance after they have achieved indeperd-

ence in English.

Dura i n of the hot ro ect. Program participants will be folloWed-up and
eva uated or the current.and two subsequent years, that is, through 1985-86.

Selection of hot ect.sites and a ci ants. During 1983-84, the pilot
proJect part c pants e Students n Kandergarten who are classified as
ESOL Level I (Nonindependent) and ESOL Level II (Lot! Intermediate). Partic-
ipating schools are as follows:

With-BCC

Citrus Grove
Coral Park
Coral Terrace
Royal Palm
Shenandoah
Mae Walters

hout BCC

Banyan
DuPuis
Fairlawn
Greenglade
Kinloch Park
South R.aleah

Responsibil ty for the identificat on participants lies with the Office
-Educational Accountability.

lusion from 'articlation In t project. In all project schools, a child
se parent s or guardlan has requested t at the child not participate in

Spanish-S will be excluded from participation in the pilot project and re-
assigned to another, non-project, teacher. In project schools.providino BCC, a
child whose parent(s) or guafdian has requested that the child not participate
in BCC will be excluded from participation in the pilot project and re-assigned
to another, non-project, teacher. Ponitoring the implementation of these con-
ditions will be the responsibility of the Division of Elementary and Secondary
Instruction.

Assessment of 1 ject c ants. In order to.ensure that students
ext ing the programs have reasonably comparable levels of English proficiency,
exit criteria and instrumentation will be determined by the Office of Educa-
tional Accountability. To ensure that students remain in the two types of pro-
gram delivery for comparable lengths of time, there will be no change of stu-
dents' ESOL level desionation until the end of a semester. Monitoring imple-
menzation of these coriditions will be the responsibility of the Division of
Elementary and Secondary Instruction. Longitudinal achievement testing in the
areas of Mathematics and "Combined Instruction" (Social Studies, Science, Safe-
tyAaalth) will be the resOonsibility of the Office of Educational Account-
abilitY.

Languages employed in the instructional program. In the schools providing no
bilingual-Curriculum content instrucv!cn, Engliih will be the sole lanouage of
instruction, with the exception of de7:.very of the program of Spanish fiw Span-
ish Speakers. In the schools prevle-!ng bilingual curriculum content instru -
tion, Spanish will be used during te me allocated for BCC and for Spanish S
and English will be the lanouage o ruction for the rest of the school day.
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Monitoring implementation of these conditions will be the responsibility of the
Division of Elementary and Secondary :nstruction.

Time for instruction. All- participants in all schools will receive Language
rets instructiC4i for two hours dai4.y. Language Arts instruction will consist
of two components: ESOL instruction for 90 minutes daily or 450 minutes per
week, and Spanish-S instruction for 20 minutes daily or 150 minutes per week.

All participants in all project schools will receive content area instruction.
for one hour daily, 30 minutes for :eath and 30 minutes for "Combined Instruc-
tion". In project schools providing no BCC, this hour of instruction will-be
provided in English only, In project schools providing BCC, one half of the-
time for Math and one half the time for "Combined Instruction", etotal of
thirty minutes, will be devoted to program delivery in Spanish. Monitoring the
implementation of these conditibns will be the responsibility of the Division
of Elementary and Secondary Instruction.

Inte It and comoarabilit of btlinual com onent deliver. In all-project
schoo s, t e programs of ESOL and Spanis -S wi be de ivered -follawing guide-
lines established for each program. . In Spanish-S, the content and instruction-
al materials will be those reconmended, and the Spanish-S program will not be
utilized to introduce or reinforce the content areas (Math, Science, Social
Studies, Health/Safety) unless such utilization is inherent and overt in the
approved program of Spanish-S for Kindergarten.

fi

Instructional materials for all program participants will be comparable and
-consistent in quality and quantity. Should it be necessary to change or sup-
plement current basic instructional materials forpy bilingual program [03-
ponent, such materials will be provided by the Division of Elementary Instruc-
tion at no cott to the school.

Monitoring the implementation of these conditions will be the responsibility of
the Division-of Elementary and Secondary Instruction.

6 m artici ants. Guidelines for reflecting student progress
or a participants wi be consistent with provisions for students of limited
English proficiency as set forth in the Pupil Progression Plan, with the excep-
tion of grades for Math and for "Combined Instruction". For participants in
schools not providing BCC, Comment No. 1, "Receiving bilingual instruction in
this area", will not be used; all other guidelines are applicable. Monitor-
ing the implementation of these conditions will be the responsibility of the
Division of Elementary and Secondary Instruction.

Alloc'tion of supolementar units under Pro rams 6600/01 61510. 6630. While
e county as-a wr.o a -he a: ocation of personne to provide Basic Skills

. the Home Language (Home Language Arts, e.g.; Spanish-S, and Bilingual Cur-
riculum Content) is based on a formula of 1 teacher to 150 students, for put-
posses of this pilot project the supplementary teachers will be allocated sepa-
rately for the two dimensions of Basic Skills in the Home Language.

-

Allocation of supplementary teacher units for project participants will be
based on the following formula modifications:
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Par icipants in all pro;!ect sc .ols will be assured allocations
for Spanish-S (Home Language Arts) instruction based on a.teacher-
pupil ratio of 1 teacher for eac:1 200 students.

Participants in project schools providing BCC instruction will be
assured allocations for BCC instruction based on a teacher-pupil
ratio of 1 teacher for each 20V students.

Participants in all project Schools will be assured allocations for
ESOL instruction based on a teacher-pupil ratio of 1 teacher for

.each 100 students.

Monitoring of the implemen ation of these conditions will be
of the Division of Elementary and Secondary Instruction.

e responsibility

Utilization of su'lementar and re ula ersonnel for o am deliver When-
_ever feasib,e, instruction or program part cipants e carried out within
the students' regular classroom.- Recommended program delivery is as fellows:

ESOL instruCtion. -As a basic pattern for ESOL program delivery, the
speciallY allbcated ESOL teacher will go into the participants' classroom
for one hour daily during the Language Arts block in order to deliver the
oral language development portion of ESOL. The regular classroom teacher
is responsible for delivering the reading-and writing portions of the ESOL
program. A second basic pattern for ESOL program delivery provides-for
the special ESOL teacher to deliver oral language development to one half
of the group for one half hour, after which he/she provides such instruc-
tion to the other half of the group for the second half hour. Such in-
struction may occur:within the students' regular classroom or may occur in
a nearby room. The remaining portions of the ESOL program are provided Oy
the regular classroom teacher.

S anish-S Home Lan ua e Arts Instruction. Instruction in Spanish-S will
provided within the studen.s regular c assroom for 30 minutes daily or

150.minutes weekly. Such instruction is provided by a teacher specially
allocated under Program 6610 or Program 6630.

Instruction in the content areas. In project schools not providing BCC,
a 1 instruction in Math and in Combined Instruction" will be delivermi-in_
English by the regular classroom teacher in his/her own classroom, ln
project schools providing BCC, a special teacher allocated-under Program
6630 or 6610 mill go into the students' classroom for one half hour daily
or-150 minutes weekly to provide instruction in Math and in "Combined In-

'struction"-in Spanish.

Teachers asSigned to the above components should have had training and/or
experience in the component for which they are responsible.

A concerted effort will be made in preparing individual schedules to allow
teachers serving the same Students to have common planning time.

Monitoring of the implementation of-these conditions will be the responsibility
of the Division of Elementary and Secondary Inttruction.
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ersonnel in 'i!ot Project schools. A concerted effort will
;ade uo se ect teaC.rS 0 compF; e quality et evidenced by years of expe-

rience and levels of training. Responsibility for securing such comparability
lies with the Office of Educational Accountability.

Consistejcy of class size. A concerted effort will be made to maintain con-
sistency or c ass 1ze teacher-pupil ratfo) across both types of program de-
livery (BCC and No-BCC pilot project schools). Responsibility for securing

-such consistency lies with the Office of Educational Accountability.

Data collection. Collection and maintenance of data-required of participatfng
rilaWri"-Irryle governed-by established procedures and will be consistent with
contractual obligations. Responsibility for monitoring data collection lies
with the Office'of Educational Accountability.

Assurances. 'No Msults will be reported in a manner.that identifies a partic-
Mar school, classroom, or student. Responsibility for monitoring this condi-
tion lies with the Office of EOucational-Accountability.
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Table 1

Selected Statistics on Paired Pretest Data
for BCC and No-BCC Students, English Language Tests

Achievement
Test

Schools

ta

-8 C-

Mean SD n

- 8-

Mean

C

SD

TOBE

Mathematics 93 15.15 4.10 97 15.25 4.89 .15

Social 109 15.92 4.15 108 16.56 5.11 1.01

Studies

Science 99 16.19 4.31 93 15.71 5.19 -.70

Language 111 16.11 4.10 94 16.05 4.73 -.09

BCC Tests

Mathematics 114 11.90 2.63 105 11.96 3.07 .15

Social 115 10.83 2.54 104 10.10 3.14 -1.90

Studies

Science 114 10.90 2.48 106 11.17 3.11 .71

Note: Data for each measure are based on students who took both the pre- and

a
posttest.

No t-test was significant at the .05 level.
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Table 2

Selected Statistics on Paired Pretest Data
for BCC and No-BCC Students, Spanish Language Tests

Achievement
Test

Schools
-C C No - B

Mean SD n Mean SD

TOBE

Mathematics

Social
Studies

Science

Language

BCC Tests

Mathematics

Social
Studies

Science

100 13.82

105 16.47

100 17.03

108 16.66

111 11.22

110 12.17

111 13.23

3.97 111 14.63 4.61 1.36

3.98 108 17.06 4.31 1.04

3.96 104 17.04 4.48 .01

3.74 111 16.23 3.92 -.82

2.30 104 10.79 2.30 -1.47

2.16 106 11.94 2.49 -.72

1.65 106 12.68 2-16 -2.13*

Note: Data for each measure are based on students who took both the pre- and
posttest.
*p .05
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Table 3

*MBE and BCC Tests
Summary of Results of Analysis of Covariance

Comparing Posttest Mean Scores of
BCC and No-BCC Groups

Test Difference
Probability

Level

MBE, Grade K

Mathemattcs
English Difference favoring BCC Group .03

Spanish Not significant .94

Social Studies
English Not significant .41

Spanish Not significant .78

Science
English Not significant .09

Spanish Not significant .61

BCC,.Grade K

Mathematics
English
Spanish

Social Studies
English
Spanish

Not significant
Not significant

Not significant
Not significant

.52

.68

. 28

. 27

Science
English Difference favoring BCC Group .06
Spanish Not significant .58

Note: When controlling for multiple analyses of covariance using Bronferroni
F, none of the above results reach statistical significance.



Table 4

Means, Adjusted Means and Analysis of Covariance on
Posttest Achievement Tests, English Versions

No- B C C

Achievement Adjusted Adjusted

Test n Mean Mean n Mean Mean
Probability

Level

TOBE

Mathematics

Social
Studies

Science

Language

BCC Tests

Mathematics

Social
Studies

Science

93 18.75 18.79 97 17.79 17.76 5.06 .03

109 19.41 19.63 108 19.49 19.27 0.68 .41

99 18.06 17.90 93 18.55 18.72 2.87 .09

111 19.24 19.23 94 19.24 19.26 0.00 .94

114 13.49 13.51 105 13.37 13.35 0.42 .51

115 11.78 11.57 104 11.62 11.86 1.19 .28

114 12.78 12.84 106 12.42 12.36 3.60 .06

Note: One-way_analysis of covariance was carried out on each of the achieveMent tests,
using the corresponding pretest as the covariate. The Bronferroni F procedure
was applied to these results in order to account for error produced by calculat-

ing multiple ANCOVAS. Using this procedure, none of the tests showed a signifi-
cant difference between BCC and No-BCC.
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Table 5

Means, Adjusied Means and Analysis of Covariance on
Posttest Achievement Tests, Spanish Versions

Achievement
Test Mean

Adjusted
Mean

B

Mean

C C

Adjusted
Mean

Probability
Level

TOBE

Mathematics 100 16.84 17.12 111 17.34 17.08 0.00 .94

Social 105 18.24 18.43 108 18.72 18.54 0.07 .78
Studies

Science 100 19.19 19.19 104 18.96 18.95 0.26 .61

Language 108 18.16 18.03 111 17.95 18.07 0.01 .91

BCC Tests

Mathematics 111 12.38 12.26 104 12.05 12.17 0.17 .68

Social 110 13.19 13.15 106 12.86 12.90 1.24 .27
Studies

Science 1 1 13.97 13.84 106 13.56 13.70 0.30 .58

Note: One-way analysis of .covariance was carried out on each of the achievement tests,
using the corresponding pretest as the covariate. The Bronferroni F_procedure
was applied to these results in order to account for error produced by calculat-
ing multiple ANCOVAS. Using this procedure, none of the tests showed a signifi-
cant differende between BCC and No-BCC.
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Table 6

Percent of Students in BCC and No-BCC Schools
Responding Correctly to Health/Safety items

in English at the Posttest

Test Item
Number

chools

TOBE

Social Studies

6 88 80
20 38 40
21 91 88
26 91 87

BCC

Social Studies

10 97

Science

7 93 93
10 71 63
14 83 83



Table 7

Percent of Students in BCC and No-BCC Schools
Responding Correctly to Health/Safety Items

in Spanish at the Posttest

Test Item
Number

TOK

Social Stud es

BCC
_Schools

No4CC

6 88 77
20 28 35
21 85 80
26 81 79

BCC

Social Studies

7 96 90
11 90 89

Science

2 99 99
12 83 78
15 97 96
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Tthle 8

Teaching Time for Content Area Instruction

by Type of Program Delivery

Type of

Program

Delivery

Ntmber

of
a

Per Type

Number

of

Teachers

per Type

pail- Teaehin Time in Minutes

CZ

15 30 60

Combined Instruction Areas

15 30 60

BCC Schools

1. Instruction provided by the

classroom teacher bilingually

2. Instruction provided by both

classroom and BCC supplemen-

tary teacher

Classroom teacher in English

Classroom teather bilingually

BCC supplementary teacher

NoBCC Schoo1s

2

3. Instruction provided by Class-

room teacher in Englith only 5

2

2 2

1

1

2

a

a_ ___
Oue BCC and one No-BCC school not reported. -One No-BCC school reported 30 minutes dail- four times per week,
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Table 9

Use of Ins al Materials in Mathematics

Teachers

Instructional Materials

EXtent of

1

_USe

Little Moderate Extensive

2 3 4

Mean

Rating

TextbOokS (EngliSh)

BCC Teacher 4 3.8

BCC Supplementary Teacher 2 1.0

No-BCC Teacher 5 4.0

Supplement (English)

BCC Teadher 1 4 3.8

BCC SuppleMentary Teacher 2 1.0

No-BCC Teacher 1 4 3.8

Audiovisual Materia (English)

BCC Teacher 4 3.6

BCC Supplementary Teacher 2 1.0

No-BCC Teacher 2 7 3.2

BCC Teadher 5 1.0

BCC Supplementary Teacher 2 1.0

No-BCC Teacher 5 1.0

Supplenentary Materials (Spanish)

BCC Teadher 4 1 1.2

BCC Supplementary Teacher 2 1.0

No-BCC Teacher 5 1.0

Audiovisual Materials S _ h)

BCC Teadher 3 1 1 1.6

BCC Supplementary Teacher 2 1.0

NoBCC Teadher 5 1.0

Note: N m 5 BCC teachers, 2 DCC supplementary tea- e--, and 5 No-BCC teachers.
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Table 10

Use of InstruCtional Materials in Combined Instructional Ar-

Teach

InstruCt onal Meteriele

Went Of Use

No Little Moderate ExtenSiVe Mea0
1 2 3 4 Rating

BCC Teacher

BCC Supplementary Teacher

No-BCC TeaCher

BCC Teatber

BCC Supplementary Teacher

No-BCC TeaCher

Textbooks gl_

3

1

2 1 2

2.8

2.5

3.0

Supplementary Materials glish)

4 1 3.2

2.5

2 3 3.6

Audiovisual Materials (English)
BCC Teadher 4 1 3.2

BCC Supplementary Teacher 1 1 2.5

No-BCC TeaCher 3 2 3.4

BCC Teadher 4

BCC Supplementary Teacher

No-BCC Teacher 5

Textbooks (Spanish)

1 1.4

3.0

1.0

Supplesentery Mate als (Spanish)
BCC Teacher 2 1 2 2.0

BCC Supplementary Teacher 1 1 3.0

No-BCC Teacher 5 1.0

BCC Teacher

BCC Supplementary Teacher

No-BCC Teacher 5

Audiovisual Materials (Spanish)

1 1

2

1.6

4.0

1.0

Note: N 5 BCC teacher , 2 BCC supplementary teachers, and 5 No-BCC teachers.
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Table 11

Summary of Pilot Project Teachers Experience in Teaching

Teachers
Teaching Experience Number aii tra- tu p &Oen No-BCC-CT-at-SW:6th

of Years (n=5 ) (n=2) n=5)

Classroom Teacher
1 1

4-10
11-15 1 1

16-24 2 4
25+

Teacher of LEP Students
1 1 1

2-3 1

4-10 2

11-15 1

16-25 1

25+

Table 12

Distribution of Teachers by Language Background

Native Language BCC Classroom

Teachers

BCC Supplementary No-BCC Classroom

English

Spanish

2

4 2

4

2



Table 13

Inservice Courses on Methods of Teaching LEP Students
Taken by Pilot Project Teachers

Number of Teachers Receiv Each Course

Inservice Course

BCC Teachers

BCC
Supplementary
Teachers

No-BCC
Teachers

Teaching BCC Content

Teaching Basic Skills in

2

Home Language 2 2

Methods of Teaching
Spanish-S 2 2

Methods of Teaching ESOL 2

Curriculum Content in English
Using ESOL Techniques 2 2

Note: N 5 BCC teachers, 2 BCC supplementary teachers, and 5 No-BCC teachers.
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Opinion

Table 14

or FUrther Ineervlce for Pilot __

Opinion

Rating Scale

No Strongly Strongly Mean

Response Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree Rating

2 3 4 5

/ mould like to have more lose_

training fOr thiS prOgraM.

BCC Teadhers (n=4)

No-BCC Teachers (n=5)

BCC Supplementary Teachers (n=2)

Additional inservice for the project

teachers would be desirable.

BCC Principals (n=5)

No-BCC Principals (n=5)

1 2 1 3.6

1 1 2 4.0

2.5

3 1

2

3.0

3.6

Table 15

Inservlce Courses Requested By Pilot Project Teachers

Inservice Course

Number of Teachers Receiving Each Co se_

BCC Teachers

BCC Supplementary No-BCC

Teachers Teachers

Methods of Teaching ESOL

Curriculum Content in Englit,11

Using ESOL Techniques

TeaChing BCC

Materials 7re ---tion

Planning

Don't Know/No Request

1

2

1

2

2 1



Table 16

General Methodology Used by Pilot ProjeCt Teachers

Extent of Use

Mean

Rating

Instructi -1 None

1 2

Moderate

3

Extensive

4

ng with an aide under your Supervision

BCC classroom teacher 4 1 1.4

BCC supplementary teacher 2 1.0

No-ECC classroom teacher 1 4 1.9

2. Dividing the class into groups for instruction

BCC classroom teacher 2 2 1 2.8

BCC supplementary teacher 2 1.0

No-BCC classroom teacher 2 3 3.6

Grouping studentS by achievement CrIteria

BCC classroom teacher 1 2.4

BCC supplementary teacher 2 1.0

No-BCC classroom teacher 2 3.6

4. Grouping students by English (L.
2
) proficiency

BCC classroom teacher 3 1 1 1.6

BCC supplementary teacher 1 1 1.5

No-BCC classroom teacher
a

1 2 1 2.8

5. Grouping students by Spanish (Li) proficiency

BCC classroom teacher 4 1 1.4

BCC supplementary teacher 1 1 2.0

No-BCC classroom teacher 3 2 1.8

Coordinatz%.,; nstruction with
instruc bm Spanish-S
teacly

3 2 1.4
L1/4' teacher 1 1 2.5

No-BCC classroom teacher 2 1 2 2.0

7. Coordinating content instruction with

instruction provided by the EWE teacher

BCC classroom teacher 2 2.6
BCC suppleMentary teacher 1 2.5
No-BCC teacher 2 2 2.4
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General Method

Table 16 (C:

Used by Pilot ct Teachers

InstruCtionaa Strategy None

1

Extent of Use

tie Moderate Extensive

2 3 4

Mean

Rating

Coordinating CUrriculum content instruc

with inStruction provided by the BCC

itinerant teacher

BCC classroom teacher
b

BCC suppleMentary teacher

No-BCC teacher

9. Including Spani h language development

activitieS (oral and written) in

content lessons taught bilingually

BCC cimqqrocel teaCherc

BCC supplementm teacher

No-BCC teacher

10. Including Spemish language development

activities (oral and Written) in content

lessons taught in English

BCC classroom teacher
d

No-BCC teacher

11. Including English language development

activities (oral and written) in content

lessons taught bilingually

BCC _lassroom teacher

BCC supplementary teacher

No-BCC teaCher

12. Indluding English language development

activities (oral and written) in content

lessons taught in English

BCC claSsrOca teacher
d

No-BCC classroom teacher

13. Communicating with parents of Pilot Project

students on the students' progress

BCC classroom teacher

BCC suppleMentary teacher

No-BCC classroom teacher

2

1

1 2

4.0

2 4.0

2.3

4.0

2.0

2.7

2 2.0

1

2

1

1

2 4.0

3.8

2

1

3

3.2

3.5

3.4

Note: N m 5 BCC classroom teachers, 2 BCC supplementary t_ che_s 5 No-BCC teaChers, 5 BCC principals and 5

No--BCC principals.
ba

Ofle teacher did not respond to this item. In two BCC schools, content i -ction was provided by the class-

room and the supplementary teacher.
en dn=2.
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Table 17

Perceptions of Guidelines, Orientation and Support for Isplenentine the P

Statements about

Implementrtien

Ratin- _

NO Strongly Strongly Mean

Response Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree Rating

2 3 4 5

1. The BCC PilOt Project is operating in

My Scheel as stated in the guidelines,

"Summary of Conditions and Activities--

of BCC/No-BCC Pilot Project - 198384"

(Memerandue of December 22, 1983).

BCC Principals

Ncil3CC Principals

2. I understand the goals and ob3ectives

of the BCC Pilot Project.

BCC Teachers

No-BCC Teachers

BCC Supplementary Teachers

There was adequate direction from the

distriet regarding goals and objectives

BCC Principals 1

No-BCC Principals 1

4. I understand the guidelines used to

select classroom teachers for this

project.

BCC Principals

No-BCC Principals

5. Additional resources (personnel)

provided by the district have been

helpful in implementing the project.

BCC Irinoipals

No-BCC Principe
2

2 2 4.5

2 3 4.6

2 2 3.5

2 2 1 3.8

2 5.0

2

1

3.0

2 1 3.6

3

2 3.2

3.6

3.2

2 3.6



PerceptionS of Guidelines'

Table 17 (C _ wd)

-n and Support for Implementing the Pilot Project

Statements about

Implementation

Rating_Scale

No Strongly Strongly Mean

Response Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree Rating

1 2 3 4 5

6. I understand the criteria used to

select students for this project.

BCC Teachers 1 3 3.5

No-BCC TeacherS 2 1 2 4.0

BCC Supplementary Teachers 1 1 4.5

BCC PrincipalS 1 1 2 1 3.6

No-BCC Principals 2 2 1 3.8

I have been provided'adequate direction

in the implementation of the project.

BCC Teachers 1 1 1 1 1 2.5

No-BCC Teachers 2 2 1 3.0

BCC Supplementary Teachers 2 5.0

8. The orientation I received for this

program was adequate.

BCC Teachers 2 1 2.3

No-BCC TeacherS 2 1 1 2.8

BCC Supplementary Teachers 2 5.0

Note: N = 4 BCC teachers, 5 No-BCC teachers, 2 BCC supplementary teachers, 5 BCC p- ncipals and 5 o-BCC princi _
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Table 18

Perception of Scbool and Parental Support

Ste out S

Rating Scale_

Strongl7 Strongly Bean

Disagree DiSagree Uncertain Agree Agree Rattng

2 3 4 5

1. Tte school adeinistratiOn iS enthu-

siaStic to%ard the project.

BCC Teaa4.
No-BCC Tee1herS

BCC SUpplementary Tea

1 2

2

1

1 1

2

2.8

3.8

5.0

2. Teachers in the school have a positive

attitude toward the project.

BCC TeaChers 2.8

No-BCC Teachers 3 1 3.5

BCC Supplementary TeaChers 2 5.0

BCC Principals 2 1 2.6

No-BCC PrinCipalS 3.0

3. Teacher BCC Pilot Project have

a posit ude tOWard the project.

BCC Principals 1 2 2 3.2

No-BCC Principals 1 2 1 1 2.8

4. Parents have been adequately informed as

to the BCC Pilot Project goals, objec-

tiveSr an4 curriCulum.

BCC Principals

No-BCC PrinCipalS

4 1

1 1

3.4

3.0

5. Parents are euthuiaztic to- -d

project.

BCC Teachers 2 2 3.5

No-BCC TeacherS 3 1 3.3

BCC Supplementary TeacherS 2 5.0

BCC Principals 2 3 2.6

No-BCC Principals 2.2

Note: N = 4 ECC teachers, 4 No-BCC teachers, 2 BCC supplemen

66

eaChersr 5 BCC princi _ls and 5 No-BCC principalS
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Table 19

Perceptions of Studeu Attitudes and Perftrmanem

S -tement Strongly

Disagree

Ratin. S--

Strongly

Disagr-- Uncertain Agree

2 3 4

Mean

Agree Rating

5

1. The BCC Pilot Project students have a

pOsitIve attitude toWard learning

curriculum content bilingually.

2.

BCC Teache

BCC Supplementary TeacherS

4.3

5.0

BCC Principals 2 3.4

The BCC Pilot ProJeCt Students have a

positive attitude toward learning

curriculum Content (in English only).

No-BCC Teachers 1 2 4.3

No-BCC Principals 2 1 4.0

3 The BCC Pilot Project students have

improved their levels of performance

in content subjects, between February

an jume.

BCC Teachers

No-BCC Teachers

BCC Supplementary Teachers

2

2

1

1

1

2

4.0

3.8

5.0

Note: N = 4 BCC classroom teadhers, 2 BCC supplementary teachers and 4 No-BCC el --room teachers, 5 BCC principals

and 4 No-BCC principals
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Table 20

ol -ies for Teaching Content Subjects to LEP Students

Opinion

Rating _

Strongly Strongly

Disagree Disagree Un _rtain Agree Agree Mean

1 2 3 4 5 Rating

LEP students should learn mathematics

in their home language (Spemish) until

they become proficient in English.

BCC Teachera 4 1 2.4

No-BCC Teachers 3 1.6

BCC Supplementary Teachers 4.5

BCC Principals 2 3 2.2

No-BCC Principal& 2 1 1 1 3.2

2. LEP students should learn mcomJAned

Instructiona sdbjects (science, social

studies, health/safety) in their home

language, until they become proficient

in English.

BCC Teachers 3 2 3.2

No-BCC Teachers 1 2 2 3.2

BCC Supplementary Teachers 2 5.0

BCC Principals 1 1 2 1 2.6

No-BCC Principals 1 2 2 3.2

Continuous translating from the home

language (Spanish) to English is an

effective way to teach curriculum

content to LEP students.

BCC Teachers

No-BCC Teachers

BCC Supplementary Teachers

BCC Principals

No-BCC Principals

1 2.0

2 1 2.2

2 1.0

2 2 2.2

3 1.8



Table 20 (Cont'd)

OpinionS on MethodologIes for Teaching Content Subjec

Rating:301e _

Strongly Strongly
Opinion Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree Mean

1 2 3 4 5 Rating

4. Use of the hone language in teaching

curriculum content subjects should

wise as stUdents' English

proficiency increases.

BCC Teachers

No-BCC Teachers

BCC Supplementary Teachers

BCC Principals

No-BCC Principals

5. LEP students should be taught curricu-

lum Content subjects it English using

ESOL-oriented materials and techniques.

This method should extend and support

BCC instruction.

BCC Teachers

No-BCC Teachers

BCC Supplementary Teachers

BCC Principals

No-BCC Principals

6. Even with Level I (non-independent

ESOL) students, the home language is

best used to clarify, explain and

Support instruction given in English,

rather than being the-dominant

language of instruction, in curri -

lum content.

BCC Teachers

No-BCC Teachers
a

BCC Supplementary Teachers

BCC Principals

No-BCC Principals

1

1

2

4.2

3 3.6

2 5.0

4 4.8

3 4.6

4 1 4.2

2 2 4.2

1 3.0

1 1 1 1 3.0

2 2 1 2.8

1

2

2 2 4.0

3 3.8

3.0
2 4.0

2 2 4.0



Table 20 (Coot64)

OpinionS on Mtthodologies for Teaching Content Subjects to LEP StudentS

Rating Scale

Strongly Strongly
Opinion Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree Mean

3 4 5 Rating

7. LEP students sheUld be taught curricU-

lum content subjects in English, using_

ESOL-oriented materials and techniques,

without BCC inStruction.

BCC TeaChers 2 2.6
a

No-BCC Teachers 2 2 2.5

BCC Supplementary Teachers 1.0

BCC PrinCipals 2 1 2 4.0

No-BCC Principals 2 1 2.6

8. Cognitive development in LEP students

is strengthened When they acquire

parallel skills and concepts in the

home language and English.

BCC Teachers

No-BCC Teachers

BCC Supplementary Teachers

BCC Principals

No-BCC Principals

If students learn to read in their

home language, learning to read in

English will be enhanced.

BCC Teachers

NcH3CC Teachers

BCC Supplementary Teachers

BCC Principals

No-BCC Principals

1

3

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

3

1

2

1

2

2 3.8

3.6

5.0

2.6

3.4

3.0

2.6

3.0

2.6

3.0

Note: N = 5 BCC classroom teaChers, 2

5 No-BCC principals.
a
-One teacher did not respond

enentry teachers. 5 Uo- 5 8CC principals and
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APPENDIX D

Reliability and Intercorrelations of MBE and BCC Tests

Internal Consistenc

English Tests

The internal consistency of each_ test of_ the TORE and BCC batteries was
obtained by calculating Cronbach Alpha coefficients. For the tests in English
these coefficients are strong and positive. In general, they are higher for
the TOBE tests than the BCC tests. The Alpha Coefficients for the TOBE tests
range from .67 to .84 at the pretest and from .66 to .86 at the posttest. For
the BCC tests, the coefficients range from .56 to .77 at the pretest and .54
to .73 at the posttest. Internal consistency data for English language tests
are presented in Table 21.

Sianish Tests

Cronbach Alpha coefficients are strong and positive for TOBE tests in Spanish
(pretest: .63 to .77; posttest: .63 to .81). Coefficients for the BCC tests
are positive, but weaker (pretest: .31 to .59, posttest .40 to .67). These
data are presented in Table 22.

Rre.r_ito iosttes_t,TORF and_OCC. As shown in Tables 21 and 22, the pattern of
interna consistency o -t7e-- E tests, from pretest to posttest, is stable in
both English and Spanish. The internal consistency of the BCC tests from
pretest to posttest is more stable in English than in Spanish.

Revision of OCC_Items

Several items on the English and Spanish language BCC tests were revised.
Items where students who generally performed well on the tests, did poorly,
were re-examined. Mainly, corrections were made in terminology of instruc-
tions, and in clarifying visuals where data indicated that the distractors
were not of equivalent difficulty.

Intercorrelations_among TOBE and.BCC Tests

English Language Tests

TOBE. Tables 23 and 24 present the intercorrelations among all_tests of the
TOBE and BCC batteries, _at prP- and posttest times. The Correlations among
the English version TOBE tests are positive and moderately strong, ranging
from .61 to .72 at the pretest and from .63 to .71 at the posttest. The
pattern of_correlations among the tests is highly stable from pretest to
posttest. The correlations are similar to those found in the national sample
reported by the test's author (Moss, 1978).

BCC. The intercorrelations among the BCC tests in English, also, are moder-
ately strong and positive. They range from .66 to .73 at the pretest and from
.63 to .70 at the posttest. The relation between BCC tests is highly stable
from pretest to posttest.
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TOBE_with BCC. The intercorrelations between TOBE and BCC tests were also
examined; -0Verall, the correlations are all moderately strong and positive,
ranging from .54 to .66 at the pretest and from .58 to .67 at the posttest.

Spanisti_Tests

TOBE. Tables 25 and 26 present the intercorrelations of all TOSE and BCC
tests at the pre- and posttest. The correlations among the Spanish version
TOSE tests at the pretest are moderate and positive. The correlations range
from .51 to .64 at the pretest and from .55 to .70 at the posttest. The

pattern is stable over time.

BCC Tets. Overall the intercorrelations among the BCC tests tend to be lower
than-the- intercorrelations among the TOBE tests at both the pretest and
posttest. The correlations range at the pretest from .42 to, .51 and at the
posttest from .41 to .55; slightty lower than the intercorrelations among the
BCC tests in English.

TOBE with_ BCC. The intercorrelations between TOBE and BCC tests are low to
moderate; At the pretest the correlations range from .33 to .61, and at the
posttest from .37 to .59. These are lower than those found in the English
language tests as was the case in the intercorrelations within the BCC bat-
tery.

Correlations of En-lish and S antsh_TOBE and BCC Tests

This sectIon examines the relation of the English and Spanish TOBE
mathematics, social studies, science and language subtests, and the English
and_Spanish versions of the BCC mathematics, social studies and science (see
Table 27). The TOBE tests in Spanish are identical, translated versions of
the English. Each content area BCC test in Spanish mainly assesses the same
curriculum objectives as in English; however, each language version is com-
posed of different items.

TOBE

The correlations of each of the TOBE tests in English with its Spanish yersion
are moderately strong and positive! This in part reflects the fact that the
tests are identical versions and that the_Spanish is a translated version of
the English. The correlations might have been higher except that the Spanish
translation_used terms, at times, unfamiliar to the Spanish speaking kinder-
garten population of Miami. The correlations from_the pretest to the posttest
are stable except that the correlation of the TOBE Language test is stronger
at the posttest than at the pretest.

BCC

The BCC tests are content-referenced tests developed by DEA for this evalua-
tion. The intercorrelation among these tests in English and Spanish are low
to moderate, at the pretest ranging from .35 to .48, and at the posttest
ranging from .36 to .50. The pattern of correlations is stable over time.

The weaker -correlation coefficients for the BCCs as compared to the TOBEs may
be attributed to the fact that the BCCs are not parallel versions and,
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although they generally tap the same objectives in the two languages, are
composed of different items. Other contributing factors are that the BCC
scales are shorter (16 items versus 26 items) and the item difficulty levels
of the BCC items in Spanish are lower than for the BCC in English. The BCC
tests have been revised to correct problems that were identified.

Pre to the Posttest Correlations of The TORE and BCC

The correlations of each test with itself over time (four months) were ex-
amined for the TOBE and the BCC in_both English and Spanish (see Table 28).
The TOLI correlations are moderately strong and very similar in both lan-
guages.

The correlations between the BCC tests are similar in English to the TOBE.
However, the correlations over time among the Spanish version of the BCC tests
are weaker than for the BCC tests in English or the TOBEs. These results, as
well as those discussed above, indicate that therwere problems with the
_Spanish version of the BCC tests. The tests were revised to correct these
problems.
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Table 21

Internal Consistency Coefficientsa of Achievement
Pretest and Posttests in English

for Pilot Project Students

Tests
Studen

0-

Pretest

TOBE
Math .70 .79 .75

Social Studies .75 .84 .80

Science .73 .81 .76

Language .67 .73 .70

BCC
Math .63 .77 .71

Social Studies .56 .68 .62

Science .58 .73 .67

Posttest

'MBE
Math .77 .86 .83

Social Studies .77 .86 .82
Science .76 .82 .79
Language .66 .84 .78

BCC
Math .57 .73 .66

Social Studies .56 .71 .65

Science .54 .67 .61

Note: All correlations are significant beyond the .001 level

a
Cronbach Alpha.
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Table 22

Internal Consistency Coefficientsa of Achievement
Pretest and Posttests in Spanish

for Pilot Project Students

Tests
Students

BCC No-BCC All

Pretest

TOBE
Math
Social Studies
Science
Language

BCC

.75

.70

.69

.65

.77

.71

.74

.63

.76

.71

.71

.64

Math .31 .37 .33
Social Studies .45 .59 .53
Science

posttest

.42 .57 .51

TOBE
Math .76 .78 .77
Social Studies .74 .75 .74
Science .73 .81 .77
Language .63 .76 .71

BCC

Math .40 .55 .48
Social Studies .47 .39 .43
Science .54 .67 .61

ote: cor -e ations are signi eve

aCronbach Alpha



Table 23

Correlation Coefficients_among Ach_evement Pretests in
English for Pilot Project Students

TOBE BCC

Achievement- Math
Test

Social
Studies

Science Language Math Social
Studies

Science

TOBE
Mathematics .68 .61 .66 .62 .58 .66

226 223 224 215 215 218

Social .72 .65 .61 .63 .64
Studies 221 223 212 210 212

Science .66 .54 .59 .63
230 214 214 216

Language .63 .62 .61
212 210 213

BCC Tests
Matherflitits r .66 .73

231 233

Social .70
Studies 234

Science

Note: All correlations are significant beyond the .001 level.
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Table 24

Correlation Coefficients among Achievement Posttests in
English for Pilot Project Students

TOBE BCC

Achievement Math Social Science Language Math Social Science
StudiesTest Studies

TORE

Mathematics r =aEa .71 .63 .65 .65 .67 .67

214 203 201 205 207 207

Social .64 .63 .58 .64 .63

Studies 206 223 229 231 230

Science = = .68 .63 .62 .63

207 201 203 203

Language .64 .59 .59
218 220 219

_BCC Tests__

Mathematics r .63 .70
241 240

Social = .63

Studies 242

Science

Note: All correlations are significant beyond the .001 level.



Table 25

Co relation Coefficients among Achievement Pretests in
Spanish for Pilot Project Students

TOBE BCC

Test Math Social Science Language Math Social Science
Studies Studies

TOBE

Math .64 .63 .51 .59 .38 .44

223 226 236 210 211 211

Social r .60 .62 .61 .45 .50

Studies n 225 235 207 206 208

Science r .53 .54 .33 .44

221 202 201 203

- .51 .34 .48

Language r 212 213 213

BCC

was. .42 .55

Math
fl

232 234

Social r .41

Studies n 234

Science
fl

Note: All correlations are significant beyond the .001 level.
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Table 26

Corre ation Coei,Acients among Achievement Posttests in
Spanish for Pilot Project Students

Test

TORE BCC

Math Social Science
Studies

Language Math Social
Studies

Science

TORE

Math r .69 .61 .70 .54 .48 .56

n 231 228 228 220 220 220

Social r == .64 .58 .37 .59 .54

Social n 228 230 224 224 224

.55 .40 .51 .49

Science r 231 223 223 223

Language r .50 .47 .41

222 222 222

BCC
Th .46 .42

237 237

Social r .51

Studies n 237

Science =.5

Note: All correlations are significant beyond the .001 level.
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Table 27

Correlation Coefficients between English and Spanish Pretest and Posttests
for Pilot Project Students

Test

Correlation Coefficients between_English and Spanish

Pretest Posttest

MBE

Math 211 204 .76

Social Studies 217 .66 206 .65

Science 207 .67 206 .65

Language 213 .62 204 .76

BCC

Math 221 .48 223 .43

Science 221 .48 223 .50

Social Studies 218 .35 224 .36

Note: All co- elations are significant beyond the .001 level.
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Table 28

Pretest and Pos test Correlations of Achievement
Tests in English and Spanish

Test

Pre- and Posttest

English

Correlation Coeffi cents

Spanish
n r

TOBE

Mathematics 192 .68 212 .67
Social Studies 217 .70 213 .67
Science 192 .69 205 .63
Language 205 .59 220 .58

BCC Tests

Mathematics 210 .66 215 .57
Social Studies 219 .67 216 .41
Science 220 .57 217 .49

Note: All correlations are significant beyond the .001 level.



The School Board of_Dade County, Florida adheres
to a policy of nondiscrimination in 'educational
programs/activities and employment and strives
affirmatively to provide equal opportunity for all
as required by:

Title VI of The Civil Rights Act of 1964 - pro-
hibits discrimination_on the basis of race, color,
religion, or national origin.

Title VII of The Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended - prohibits discrimination in employment
on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.

Title IX of the education amendments of 1972 -

prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex.

Age Discrimination Act of 1967, as amended -
prohibits discrimination on the basis of age
between 40 and 70.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 -

prohibits discrimination against the handicapped.

Veterans 4re provided re-employment rights in
accordance with P.0 93-508 (Federal) and Florida
State Law, Chapter 77-422, which also stipulates
categorical preferences for employment.


